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System security often focuses on the software, causing hardware security to be over-
looked. Such oversight allows for attacks that can completely undermine the use of hardware
as the root of trust. During the design of an integrated circuit, there are several opportuni-
ties for adversaries to make malicious modifications or insertions to a design. These attacks,
known as hardware Trojans, can have catastrophic effects on a circuit if left undetected.
This dissertation addresses Trojan impact, and proposes two low-cost detection methods
for hardware Trojans inserted at different points in the production pipeline, namely: (1)
Trojans hidden within third-party intellectual property (IP) licensed from a vendor, and
(2) Trojans inserted during the fabrication steps taking place at external fabrication plants.
Determining whether third-party IP does only its intended function and nothing else is
a major challenge. Through comparison of two similar but untrusted designs using design
unrolling and Boolean satisfiability, functional differences can be identified for all possible
input combinations within a window of time. This technique was tested on multiple Trojan
benchmarks and demonstrated effective and accurate detectability.
Process variation poses the greatest obstacle to detecting Trojans in chips. In order to
detect Trojans inserted during fabrication, a digital model is created. This model can then
be trained using the fabricated chip to account for different parameters, such as process
variation. The parameters of the trained model can be used to identify suspicious areas of
the chip. Furthermore, this process does not require expensive test equipment, nor does it
require a costly golden, trusted chip for comparison.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The continued advancement of modern integrated circuits has played a significant part
in technological advancements over the past few decades. Unfortunately, as technology
advances, opportunities to abuse or subvert this technology also become available. To
most designers, one of the advantages to implementing a design in hardware instead of as a
software implementation is the secure nature of hardware. The assumption that hardware is
secure while software can be attacked, is prevalent. Unfortunately, this is a false assumption,
created due to a lack of security awareness with increasingly complicated circuits [2].
Modern integrated circuits can be incredibly complicated, incorporating billions of tran-
sistors, and making use of resources from hundreds of sources. Many of these external re-
sources can probably be trusted, such as the Cadence or Synopsys tool suites as they are
the standard tools used for chip design. Unfortunately, other external resources cannot,
and most likely should not, be trusted. There is no guarantee that a design sent overseas
for fabrication will not have malicious changes in the final chip. It is important to identify
threats and possible risks, and determine what is trustworthy and what threats need to be
mitigated.
An unaddressed threat represents a possible vector for an adversary to insert an attack
into a fabricated chip. Such attacks, dubbed “hardware Trojans”, can have a wide variety
of payloads for an even wider variety of malicious purposes [3]. For instance, an attacker
could easily modify a cryptographic circuit to leak a key, set a critical circuit to self-destruct
on a specific signal, or even covertly monitor and control a microcontroller remotely [4]. As
long as the circuit appears to operate correctly under test conditions, such an attack would
likely remain unnoticed.
While there are many points during production during which an adversary could influ-
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ence a circuit, the possible damage that can be inflicted is maximized during the design
and fabrication stages. Prior to the design stage, most malicious input would be limited to
intentional sabotage of the overall design. Similarly, after the fabrication stage the attacker
would generally need to rely on either intentional sabotage, or physically swapping the fab-
ricated design with a subverted chip. However, during the design and fabrication stages,
the damage is much more subtle.
During the design stage, an adversary could hide malicious functionality inside of a
third-party design block, masking it as an Intellectual Property (IP) watermark. Such
functionality would remain in the circuit even after fabrication, and could be a veritable
landmine whenever an attacker needed to call upon it. During the fabrication stage, an
attacker at a fabrication plant could have free reign to modify the circuit, and the original
designer would likely never know. The only certain way to identify such an attack would be
to tear the fabricated chip apart with destructive imaging techniques, and digitally compare
the designs. While such reverse engineering may be effective at finding Trojans, despite the
small size of modern fabrication technologies [5], this process is much too expensive for a
chip that most likely does not have a hidden Trojan. Taking the costs into account, very
few Trojans will be identified by imaging techniques. Effective methods that provide a more
cost-effective alternative must be provided.
1.1 Research Contributions
The contributions of this research can be summarized as follows:
• Development and testing of a technique to identify Trojans hidden within
third-party intellectual property This technique samples IP blocks from multiple
vendors and uses them as validating circuits for each other. This aids designers in
preventing inclusion of malicious functionality in both licensed and unlicensed third-
party design blocks.
• Assessment of the impact of malicious modifications on fabricated chips
in terms of area and power consumption. The primary benefit from this re-
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search comes from the characterization of what amount of impact can arise from a
Trojan, and therefore how small of an impact must be detectable for counter-Trojan
techniques.
• A functional modelling method for identifying Trojans hidden within fab-
ricated circuits without need of a physical golden copy. This method revolves
around adapting a known model of a circuit to match power and timing responses
for an unknown physical circuit. This adapted model can then be examined after
testing to identify signs of possible Trojan circuitry hidden in the unknown circuit.
This allows chip designers to identify suspicious chips in a lot even without access to
known safe copies of chips, or “golden” chips.
1.2 Organization of Dissertation
The dissertation is organized as follows:
The first portion of the dissertation, covering Chapters 2 through 5, covers key back-
ground information regarding malicious hardware and existing research on the topics.
• Chapter 2 describes the definitions with which risk and trust are measured and verified.
• Chapter 3 describes the background of hardware Trojans, and provides details for
their structure and classification.
• Chapter 4 describes the process from the conception of a specification of an integrated
circuit (IC) to the testing of the fabricated design, and identifies many possible attack
vectors during this process.
• Chapter 5 explains how many of the threatened steps during production can be se-
cured.
The second portion of this dissertation, covering chapters 6 through 9, describe the research
performed, and techniques developed in this dissertation.
• Chapter 6 describes the technique developed within this dissertation to identify Trojan
functionality hidden within third-party intellectual property, and its results.
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• Chapter 7 reports the research and results in exploring the impact of Trojan func-
tionality on host circuitry in terms of area and power.
• Chapter 8 describes the modelling technique developed in order to identify Trojans
hidden within fabricated circuitry during the fabrication process.
• Finally, Chapter 9 summarizes this work, and provides extensions for future study.
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Chapter 2
Risk Management
One of the prevailing assumptions in the area of security is the false belief that hardware
implementations are secure. Due to the sheer number of attacks implemented through
software, a mistaken belief has arisen that attacks will only come through software. While
it is certainly true that the vast majority of attacks on a design might be through software,
this does not preclude the possibility that an attack will also be implemented inside the
hardware. In a complex design, many assumptions are made about the security of each
step, and at each abstraction level. Everything at higher abstraction levels is built with
the assumption that the lower abstraction levels operate securely (see Figure 2-1). If an
operating system is secure, but operating on a compromised digital design, then can we call
this implementation secure? Is it even possible to build a secure implementation upon an
insecure base?
  
Applications
Compilers
Operating System (OS)
Instruction Set Architecture (ISA)
Microarchitecture
Digital Design
Circuits
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Figure 2-1: Levels of system abstraction for integrated circuits, classified into hardware
(HW) stages and software (SW) stages.
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2.1 What can we Trust?
When determining the security of a design, the first step is to identify clearly what types of
steps can be trusted, and what types cannot. This determination might change depending
upon types of circuits and their implementations, but for this dissertation, one easy rule
will be implemented: in-house work can be trusted, while out-of-house work cannot.
2.1.1 In-House
A simplifying assumption made for the purpose of this work is that that all in-house work
can be considered “trusted”. The point of this assumption is to clearly define attack vectors
in order to most effectively block possible attacks. This allows a designer to guarantee that
every possible step in a design is covered from attacks. Under no circumstances does this
mean that there are no security leaks, attempted sabotage, theft, or other problems within
an organization. In fact, many organizations are rife with this type of in-house threat.
However, there are many effective methods to resolve these threats that can be put into
place [6]. It is difficult to secretly sabotage a design if all changes to a digital design are
tracked and logged, with significant oversight on all changes. To put it simply: in-house
work has its own process of verification that acts completely separately from other types of
verification.
2.1.2 Out-of-House
We further assume that all work performed outside of an organization is suspect. Any
production step in which a design is modified by, or in the care of, an outside source can
represent a possible vector for an attack. For each step, it is important to identify what
attacks might be made by a third party during this opportunity, and determine methods
of either preventing or identifying such attacks. For example, a medical device company
designing a pacemaker might license a wireless controller block from a vendor marketing
third-party intellectual property (IP). It could be disastrous if this controller had malicious
functionality hidden by the designer. In such a situation, it is critical to identify the risk
posed by incorporating this untrusted block in a design.
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Another important aspect of the environment to note is that each step represents a
different type of risk, which needs to be assessed by the designer. In the previous example
of a pacemaker, there is a high level of risk for the design due to the disastrous effects
of their device failing. There would be less need to incorporate such strict security for a
wireless controller in a car alarm, as the cost of failure is lower. Failing car-alarms are much
less likely to cause death than failing pacemakers.
2.1.2.1 Vulnerabilities in the Supply Chain
One reason that out-of-house resources are assumed untrusted in this dissertation, regardless
of what is purported to be supplied, is because tracking the source of an external resource
can be long and convoluted. This has been a significant issue with defense contractors in
the past few years, with regards to actual physical chips purchased from reputable vendors
or resellers.
Consider several examples. First, a fiasco involving the United States Navy was made
public in 2010, when a company called VisionTech was charged with selling over 59,000
microchips which contained hidden kill-switch functionality [7]. This functionality would
allow an attacker to remotely disable whatever was running on these chips, including mis-
siles, communication equipment, and other military vehicles. For years, this company had
been importing counterfeit chips from China and marketing them to defense companies
as military grade microchips. The list of these companies includes BAE systems, which
provides Identification Friend-or-Foe (IFF) systems to the US Navy, and Raytheon Missile
systems, for incorporation on F-16 fighter planes.
Second, unfortunately VisionTech is not the only reseller to buy cheap microchips from
overseas and sell them domestically. Another similar example of corruption in the supply-
chain transpired in 2005 when United Aircraft and Electronics, a company in which the
operator sold false certification of aircraft parts, and was sentenced to 188 months in prison
[8].
Third, an example from 2002 is the case of United Space Alliance, a company which bid
and received a $24 million contract with NASA to supply military grade 8086 microproces-
sors for use with the space-shuttle computers. This company then proceeded to purchase
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used computers through eBay and pull commercial-grade 8086 processors from the moth-
erboards [8]. Commercial-grade chips would almost certainly have difficulties operating in
the adverse environments required by the space shuttle computers.
Unless it is possible to completely track the life of a resource, that resource should be
considered suspect. Since verification of an external resource is generally a simpler task
than a full forensic investigation of the history of a resource, verification is the preferred
method of determining whether something can be considered trusted.
2.2 How do we Trust?
Although one can make the argument that something can be made 100% trustworthy by
simply doing everything in-house, this is not an option for most organizations. One of the
primary reasons for outsourcing individual steps in a production path is to save time and
money. If avoiding outsourcing causes a design to become too expensive to compete on an
open market, then there is little point in creating the design.
What is necessary in this case is a method of taking an untrusted input, be it a circuit, a
digital design, or a cell library, and verify that this untrusted input has no hidden malicious
functionality. Depending on the untrusted step, this process will be different.
2.2.1 Verification
The first step when exploring the problem of verification is to explicitly define what is meant
by the word ’verification’. For some groups, verification of a design means the manual or
logical proof that a design functions as intended for all possible inputs and states. This is
often used with digital designs when it is possible to form a mathematical proof. However,
according to Godefroid [9]:
• To verify means to mathematically prove that a system meets its correctness require-
ments. Verification is thus the tool that enables the designer to be confident that the
formal description of the system he/she has obtained does indeed satisfy the problem
requirements.
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Under this definition, only when every possible input situation is proven to act as intended,
the system is verified. However, when dealing with something other than a computer system
or a simulated design, such a mathematical proof can become impossible. This also can
happen as the designs grow in size and complexity. In many cases, it is useful to consider
an alternate version of verification:
• as a means to test and show that the design works well enough and will act as intended
through all expected situations.
Even though both of these definitions of verification have the same general purpose, the
actual process involved with each type of verification varies significantly. This difference
is predominantly due to problem known as the state explosion dilemma, which is reviewed
below.
2.2.2 The State Explosion Dilemma
Most modern designs are too complicated to allow for exhaustive testing of every possible
input. This is due to the rate at which the number of possible tests increase. For instance,
a simple circuit with no internal states and four inputs has a total of 24, or 16 possible
patterns to test. If the number of inputs were to be increased to 10, there would be 210,
or 1024 possible test patterns. This increase is exponential, growing increasingly quickly
with each additional input. To make matters worse, most modern designs are not stateless;
they incorporate possible internal states affecting the response for each input. During an
exhaustive test, each state would need to be tested with every possible input. The total
number of test patterns can be explained with the relation 2(n+m) where n is the number of
input bits, and m is the number of state bits (i.e., flip-flops or latches in a circuit). As such,
the work necessary for a comprehensive test increases exponentially with a linear increase
in the size of a problem. This quickly becomes too large to test practically, even for small
circuits. For example, a circuit containing 20 inputs and 60 state bits would require over
1.21×1024 tests if every possible state were to be tested. At 2.4 GHz with one test per cycle,
this would take almost 16 million years to finish. Even if this work were to be parallelized
and split among thousands of processors, it would still take years. Clearly, another method
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of verifying the validity of a design is necessary.
2.2.2.1 Addressing the problem
While the state explosion dilemma can be easily defined, it is difficult to address as a
problem. There has been a great deal of research on effective methods to reduce the cost
of such thorough tests. In many cases, these workarounds focus on a specific test condition
that allows the problem to be simplified, reducing the computational cost of testing. By
far the most common method of simplifying the problem involves converting the problem
into state machines, and then comparing them for equivalence [10, 11]. Although this is
faster than directly testing every input, this process can be quite taxing due to the cost of
testing equivalence, as well as the cost of building the state machines themselves (although
this aspect of the cost has decreased with the availability of inexpensive memory, and is no
longer a significant problem).
For example, Coudert et al. [12] describes a methodology for comparing every possi-
ble input between a circuit design specification and a circuit realization. In this situation,
there are two identical implementations of the same circuit that are implemented at differ-
ent abstraction levels. These circuits are represented with deterministic Moore machines.
Equivalence is then proven by symbolically executing both of the two circuits simultane-
ously using binary decision diagrams, removing the need to build a state machine to show
equivalence. This research was followed up by a more formal technique [13] which optimizes
the testing using computation tree logic instead of symbolic breadth-first execution.
A similar solution is proposed by Probst et al. [14] wherein model-checking for delay-
insensitive VLSI systems is performed by removing all states from the equation and, instead,
considers everything in terms of processes. The logic behind this transformation relies
upon the interpretation that behavioral machines describe the branches and recurrences
present within processes. By performing this transformation, the inherent difficulty with
the state explosion dilemma is sidestepped, as there are no longer any states in the problem.
Regardless, all of these methods focus on reducing the complexity of the problem of testing
every possible input when matching two designs.
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2.2.3 State Machines or Finite State Automata
When dealing with a hard verification of a computer system or a simulated design, it is
often possible to adapt the representation of the design such that it can be explained in
terms of Finite State Machines or Finite State Automata. Once a design is expressed in
terms of a state machine, the plethora of research conducted on state machines are available
to solve the problem. For instance, if within a state machine representation of a system we
can show that any state can traverse to any other state, then we can mathematically prove
that the system represented will never permanently stall. As a more complicated example,
if we can show that two state machines are functionally equivalent, then we can prove that
the two systems represented by these state machines are equivalent. If one of these systems
is a set of design requirements, and the other system is a complete design, then this process
proves that a design meets the necessary design requirements. Considering how proving
equivalence between two state machines is an NP-Hard problem [15], there have been many
optimizations proposed for this process.
One such technique was proposed by Burch et al. [16] through the use of a symbolic
representation of a state machine, as opposed to an explicit one. This involves a combination
of binary decision diagrams [17], and an abstract dialect of Modal µ-calculus (Mu-Calculus).
This reduces the state explosion problem to a solution of a Mu-Calculus formula, which is
an explored and highly optimized calculation. Other possible optimizations can take on
significantly different forms. Some rely on changing the representation of the problem (e.g.
Probst et al. [14] and Burch et al. [16]) while others rely on taking advantage of the
concurrency present in certain state machines [18, 19, 14]. It is important to note that
all of these methods use the first, most rigorous, definition of verification introduced; i.e.,
thorough verification requires 100% coverage of all possible inputs.
2.2.4 Design Verification
Instead of a comprehensive test over every possible input, another possible approach is to
reduce testing to a specific set of patterns called a test vector. The goal of these tests is to
assess specific conditions for errors, without testing every input. These tests are applied on
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designs when the only verification necessary is proof that the circuit works, as opposed to
a rigorous test to show perfection.
This type of simplification greatly reduces the amount of work, as it is only necessary
to test enough of a circuit to meet the desired verification requirements. As an example,
even if it cannot be proven that a system will never have an error, it could be possible to
prove that the system will not have an error within X years (where X is a suitable length of
time based on the system in question). If the hardware itself will fail long before any logical
failure might occur, then it does not matter whether or not the logical failure exists. As
an extremely simple example, suppose the existence of a circuit that has 5 inputs, but the
circuit supplying these inputs will only supply either all ’0’s or all ’1’s. In this situation,
there is little reason to test all possible combinations of ’0’s and ’1’s, as they will not occur
during actual use. Unless this circuit is connected to a system that will provide an invalid
input, these extra states are largely unnecessary and expensive to test. The only point in
testing these extra inputs would be if there was some reason to suspect the circuit supplying
the inputs was not trustworthy.
Another advantage to this type of testing is that it can be performed without having
a digital or symbolic representation of the circuit. Through bypassing such representation,
this type of testing can be used as a method of verifying physical systems that cannot be
mathematically analyzed. For example, a test can be performed on a fabricated design
to identify all possible faults within the design. For such a design, the purpose of this
testing is to show that the physical implementation was fabricated without error and that
all components within the design are functioning as intended. In order to find an effective
set of tests, it is necessary to rely on an efficient algorithm to identify test vectors to run.
This is generally called Automatic Test Pattern Generation (ATPG), and there are many
commercially available programs that can perform this function (such as TetraMAX ATPG
from Synopsys).
2.2.4.1 Automatic Test Pattern Generation
Despite the first impression of an ATPG test vector as random test, an effective ATPG
algorithm cannot simply introduce a randomized selection of inputs to the circuit. The
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difficulty of identifying failures can vary greatly depending upon the location of the failure,
as well as the type. Even worse, some faults are impossible to test, significantly complicating
the task. To handle these complications, most ATPG algorithms are designed to solve for
input vectors from the list of failures to test. For example, one of the earliest examples of
an ATPG algorithm was published in 1966 by Roth [20] describing a method for generating
a logical test to verify a given failure: the ’D-algorithm’. The purpose of this algorithm was
to produce a test for a given failure, so long as such a test exists. Following this algorithm,
one can proceed through the list of all possible faults and produce the tests necessary to
assess failures at as many points as necessary.
Depending on the application, there are many different algorithms used for this type of
testing. For example, a test pattern might focus on identifying all stuck-at-faults, where
each node in a circuit is checked to make sure that it is not stuck at either a logical ’1’
or a ’0’. This generally creates a total of 2n test cases, where n is the total number of
nodes in a circuit at which a fault could occur. This can be further optimized for reduction
in test pattern size, such as by Tsai et al. [21] which describes an optimization to classic
ATPG fault-detection by forming clusters of test vectors that have a deterministically high
likelihood of identifying faults in a circuit.
While effective for many failures, the stuck-at-fault method is yet another way of focusing
on a smaller subset of the problem. These algorithms assume that all failures are permanent,
and that failures are independent of each other. If a failure was to appear sporadically, then
such a test would not account for it. Additionally, if a state device such as a flip-flop or
latch was malfunctioning, then it might also produce unreliable errors. For this reason, it
is necessary to combine multiple methods to effectively reduce the likelihood of a failure
being untested.
One reason why many failures are difficult to identify is because of the way the circuits
are designed. For instance, a circuit with Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR) is nearly
impossible to verify as initially designed. A circuit with TMR essentially has 3 identical
copies of itself, along with a majority-voting circuit for the output. With the exception of
failures in the voting hardware, no single-failures will propagate to the output. The only
way an error would be visible at the output is if two failures occurred for the same input
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for two copies of the circuit. If the only way to determine failures was through analysis of
the intended output, then this circuit would be nearly impossible to verify. However, if we
take these issues into account at design, then we could find ways around this problem. This
process is known as Design for Test (DFT) [22, 23]. If the designers intentionally add extra
outputs to the circuit to circumvent this redundancy, then it suddenly becomes possible to
verify the circuit. By accounting for testing during the design phase of a circuit, it becomes
significantly easier to identify any failures in a circuit. Examples of such DFT techniques
include scan chains [24, 25, 26] and built in self-test [27, 28]. An incredible amount of time
and money has been invested in researching methods of optimizing these tests, due to the
increasing cost of fixing such failures as the production process progresses.
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Chapter 3
Hardware Trojans
One of the most insidious methods of attacking a circuit is by modifying its hardware in
a malicious way. To put it simply, a Hardware Trojan is created by discreetly inserting
hidden functionality into a Hardware Design. This insertion can occur at any stage in
a production path, and could have devastating effects on the final design. Such Trojans
can have a variety of functionality, ranging from denial-of-service functionality that gives
designs a controllable kill switch, to hidden data leaks that can leak sensitive information.
3.1 Background and Risk
One of the earliest papers covering the concept of Hardware Trojans was published by a
group of researchers at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign [4]. This research
included the design and testing of a variant of the Aeroflex Gaisler LEON 3 [29] processor,
dubbed the Illinois Malicious Processor (IMP). This IMP was a fully functional version of
the LEON 3 that would work just fine in almost all circumstances, with the sole exception
of one trigger: the receipt of a specially crafted corrupt network packet. Triggering this
functionality would then switch the processor to a new shadow mode which the processor
would accept and perform commands sent over the network, allowing an attacker to com-
promise and hijack a system running on this processor, regardless of any security measures
in the software. Additionally, this modification only required the insertion of 1341 gates to
the original circuit, which initially contained over 1 million.. Detecting such an insertion
representing 0.1% of the circuit poses a significant problem. Even in much smaller circuits,
the percent impact of hardware Trojans on the total area of a circuit is less than 0.5% [30].
Unfortunately, this is not merely an academic threat with no bearings on the real world.
Hardware Trojans have been suspected in various applications in recent history. For in-
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stance, the 2007 Israeli Airstrike on a Syrian nuclear reactor dubbed Operation Orchard,
is suspected to have been facilitated through hidden kill-switch functionality in the Syrian
radar systems [3]. This functionality was then thought to be used to disable the Syrian
radars for the short duration of the attack.
Another recent backdoor made headlines when military grade field-programmable gate
array (FPGA) chips from Actel were accused of containing backdoor functionality [31].
These researchers found that there was functionality similar to an administrative debug
built into the JTAG functionality of the Actel/Microsemi ProA-SIC3 A3P250, a widely-
used chip with high security specifications. Using this backdoor, researchers were able to
extract all configuration data from the chip, and make whatever modifications they wanted
to the programmable FPGA cells. Considering how this chip was advertised as providing
“the most impenetrable security for programmable logic designs”, this was a surprising turn
of events. While this backdoor could have been due to debugging or testing functionality
that was not disabled, it also acts effectively as a hardware Trojan.
3.2 Insertion
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Figure 3-1: Example Circuit Production Path Providing Trust Estimates of Individual Steps
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Figure 3-1 represents an example production path representing the process necessary to
create a single microchip, from concept to packaging. For a normal typical, many of these
steps are outsourced to a third party and therefore represent a vector for possible attack
on a design. Unfortunately, it is infeasible for most companies to attempt to move every
single one of these untrusted steps to in-house production, as it would be both prohibitively
expensive, and incredibly inefficient.
This is especially the case when it comes to the steps involving fabrication, due to the
skyrocketing price of modern fabrication plants. For the vast majority of companies, the only
possible way to stay competitive in today’s market is to rely on overseas fabrication plants.
One of these fabrication plants could easily make changes to the layout before fabrication,
and the purchasing company would have no way of identifying such a modification, short of
stripping the packaging off and submitting it to expensive and destructive imaging processes.
At this time, there are a number of researchers working to develop inexpensive methods of
identifying such Trojans, specifically in a nondestructive process. These works are further
described in Chapter 5.
Another easy point of insertion for a Trojan is through the inclusion of third-party
Intellectual Property (IP), licensed during the assembly of the design. There are a vast
number of companies marketing IP for use in designs, with little oversight to verify that
these designs actually do what they are supposed to do, and nothing else. Also it would
be prohibitively expensive for a company to design everything from scratch, and could also
increase the possibility of errors.
3.3 Taxonomy
Hardware Trojans can come in all shapes and sizes, and with a large variety when it comes to
functionality. Since the definition of a Hardware Trojan is broadly “A malicious modification
made in the hardware,” all types of modifications are included. This could include attacks
such as a wire thinned at fabrication for intentional reduced reliability, to a complicated
structure leaking sensitive data from a high-performance cryptographic block. A detailed
taxonomy was proposed by Karri et al. [32], which breaks Trojans down according to five
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attributes. The figure is replicated below in Fig. 3-2
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Figure 3-2: Hardware Trojan Taxonomy
According to this taxonomy, the aforementioned thinned wire scenario has the following
attributes:
• Insertion Phase: Fabrication
• Abstraction Level: Physical Level
• Activation Mechanism: Always On
• Effect: Denial of Service
• Location: depends on implementation
While on the other hand, the Illinois Malicious Processor would have the following at-
tributes:
• Insertion Phase: Design
• Abstraction Level: Gate Level
• Activation Mechanism: Triggered Externally via User Input
• Effect: Change of Functionality
• Location: I/O
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While this taxonomy represents five attributes which characterize hardware Trojans,
the three most important are the phase of insertion, their activation characteristics, and
the Trojan effect, or Payload. Details regarding how an attack could be inserted during
different phases of circuit production will be described in Chapter 4.
3.3.1 Activation Characteristics
The activation characteristics describe the vehicle through which the Trojan would be trig-
gered to deploy its payload. Depending on how the Trojan is activated, difficulties with
detection can change significantly.
3.3.1.1 Always-on
By far the simplest type of activation is the one that is always on, not requiring any sort
of stimulus to begin undermining the function of the circuit. Generally this type of Trojan
would have an unnoticeable payload, and continuously runs with no visible change. This
type of Trojan can be difficult to identify due to the lack of switching-characteristics; some
Trojan detection schemes rely on identifying a triggering behavior as a sign of a Trojan [33].
3.3.1.2 Triggered Externally
This type of Trojan represents the most commonly held image of a Trojan hiding a payload
until given a specific signal. Such a Trojan usually watches inputs looking for a specific
input or sequence of inputs that are very unlikely to occur during circuit verification or
normal use, yet can be supplied by an attacker whenever desired. Upon receiving some
triggering instruction, the Trojan finally allows its payload to affect the circuit, performing
whatever malicious intent with which it was created.
3.3.1.3 Triggered Internally
This type of Trojan represents a Trojan that sits inert and is unaffected by inputs to the
circuit. This lack of reliance upon external inputs makes it very difficult to detect, at the
cost of decreasing the flexibility which which it can be triggered.
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3.3.2 Effect/Payload
The payload of the Trojan embodies the purpose of the Trojan, and is the effect the Trojan
has on the circuit. Some payloads might be undetectable, others can influence the circuit
in significant ways.
3.3.2.1 Denial-of-Service
The denial-of-service (DOS) Trojan is one of the simplest, as this type of Trojan simply
stops the circuit from working whenever it is triggered. Sometimes this type of Trojan can
be attached to a fuse or something vital in the circuit and make this a permanent failure.
In other situations, it would be useful as a way of preventing a device from working for a
specific period. The example of the Syrian radars failing hints to the use of DOS Trojans.
3.3.3 Leak Information
Trojans that leak information can be invoked to bypass security in high security applications.
For instance, a cryptographic circuit with a Trojan leaking information might constantly
emit the secret key to its encryption. This information could be transmitted through any
number of outputs, as a Trojan could leak information through anything from patterns of an
LED blinking at high-frequencies, to electromagnetic fields generated by on-chip oscillators.
3.3.4 Degrade Performance
Trojans that degrade performance slowly corrupt the results of the circuit in question. While
this could be used as a slow DOS Trojan, its primary benefit comes from surreptitiously
corrupting the results and impairing the function of the circuit over time. This could be
used over the long term to poison results, or as an act of slow deliberate sabotage. This
degradation could appear in any number of ways, such as through slowly corrupted outputs,
through changes in temperature or voltage, or even through changes in operating frequency.
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3.3.5 Changing Functionality
The most general type of Trojan payload is that of a change in functionality. This is inten-
tionally generic, as it represents a catch-all for Trojans that often perform circuit-specific
functions. For instance, the Illinois Malicious Processor allowed attackers to completely
take over the circuit and run malicious code. A cryptographic block might instead have
logic for an additional secret key, unknown to those using it. Trojans that fall into this type
can be among the most interesting, but also the most difficult to identify.
One point emphasized by this taxonomy is the sheer variety of possible Trojans that can
be implemented. It would be impossible to identify a single countermeasure to eliminate
all threats. The best that can be done is to focus on certain areas of this taxonomy, and
remove partial threats. The first point at which to split Trojan detection methods is based
upon the insertion phase of the Trojan. Among these, two phases are especially hard to
completely perform in-house: Fabrication and Design.
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Chapter 4
Production of Integrated Circuits
To identify possible threats to integrated circuits (ICs), it helps to define the steps in the
production path The entire production of an IC can be broken down into four general stages.
These stages are:
• Specification
• Design
• Fabrication
• Testing
Depending on the complexity of an integrated circuit, these individual stages can be com-
prised of many complicated steps. Furthermore, threats at each stage in production differ
greatly, and require significantly different methods for mitigation. Some of these stages,
such as fabrication, are often outsourced to external companies to save time and resources,
and therefore represent a more significant threat. Other stages, such as specification, are al-
most entirely performed in-house, minimizing the likelihood of an external influence causing
a malicious modification to a circuit.
4.1 Specification
The specification stage of production represents the point at which the requirements for
the circuit are determined. In many cases, this represents decisions of protocols used,
performance requirements, compatibility requirements, as well as overall intended function.
In most cases, this stage can be performed entirely in-house, as there are no specific hardware
or software resources necessary to perform this step effectively. The input to the design
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specification will be significantly simpler and easier to analyze than the input supplied in
later stages. Furthermore, changes to the entire design are inexpensive at this point, and
can be made with little difficulty.
Attacking circuit production at the specification stage is a difficult prospect. Even
if external consultants successfully sabotage a design, hidden functionality could be easily
changed in a subsequent update to the specifications. Furthermore, successful attacks would
be hard to hide, as they would essentially represent an intentionally shoddy design. If these
specifications were examined by a third party, then it is likely they would be discovered.
4.1.1 Protocols
One of the few possible places to attack a design at the specification stage would be at
the point of deciding what protocols to use. If a protocol with an inherent security flaw
is included in the design, then it could introduce a method for subverting the design in
the future. This same attack would also work by implementing a low-security protocol
in a situation where a high-security protocol is necessary. Another method might be to
introduce vague specifications that appear to supply a level of security, but fail to deliver.
For instance, Koescher et al. [34] demonstrated how a low-level protocol, the Con-
troller Area Network (CAN) protocol, was implemented over a car’s internal network. This
protocol was then secured on individual Electronic Control Units (ECUs) through challenge-
response pairs in order to secure this insecure protocol. Unfortunately, this arrangement
introduced an unbelievable amount of security flaws. As an example, despite the use of
a supposedly secure encryption algorithm to generate these challenge-key pairs, the keys
were only 16 bits, opening it to a brute-force attack. If a secure protocol was to be im-
plemented in the first place, this would not have occurred. Unfortunately, access to this
automotive system was shown to allow for malicious acts such as disabling brakes, lights,
and instruments, and locking the doors (as well as disabling electric locks so the occupant
could not unlock the doors electrically). It would be straightforward to implement code
which selectively disables the brakes when the car moves at high speeds, and subsequently
erases itself to hide the evidence of an attack.
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4.2 Design
The design stage is the period in a device’s production during which the device is fully
mapped out to meet the required specifications. For these purposes, a complete digital
representation of the final circuit is created. This is an incredibly important stage with
regard to security, as there are a significant number of external influences to a circuit
introduced during this stage. Few organizations can afford to completely create the design
in-house, without relying on any external resources. Furthermore, the circuit at this stage
can be convoluted, making it difficult to identify possible malicious modifications. This
stage, in combination with the fabrication stage, represents the largest risk to the device.
With the large number of external influences on the design stage also comes a large
possible variety of attacks. Furthermore, many of these external resources will often pass
unchanged, or even unobserved, into the final design.
4.2.1 Third-Party Intellectual Property (IP)
The most significant vector to attacking a circuit during the design stage comes through
the inclusion of third-party IP in a design. Most organizations cannot afford to build an
optimized design from the ground up every time a common component is used, and therefore
rely on IP vendors that supply design-blocks that perform the desired functionality. This
then allows the organization to save money and time, avoiding the issue of creating the
circuit from scratch. Designers will instead assemble licensed design-blocks to meet the
requirements of the circuit, often treating the third-party IP as black boxes. These unknown
designs can easily make their way unmodified into a final design, allowing for an effective
vector for compromising a circuit.
For instance, suppose a designer was licensed a cryptographic circuit for use in a design.
The cryptographic block’s encryption could be easily undermined if it possessed an extra
hidden key. While it would appear to function correctly under normal use, someone with
knowledge of the hidden key could circumvent any security provided by the cryptographic
block to the final circuit.
Another risk with third party IP is that there are a plethora of vendors supplying designs
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for every possible function, with very little oversight. Vendors come and go, often only
possessing an online presence. It would not be difficult for someone to create a fake vendor
persona and supply malicious design blocks at a below-market fee. It is simply not safe
to trust the vendor to have clean designs, performing exactly as advertised. Compounding
the problem is the reoccuring issue of stolen IP design blocks. There are a great deal of
problems with vendors having IP stolen and resold by other vendors, or even just stolen
by designers wanting to use the IP for free. Unfortunately, this has led to a culture of
obfuscation and suspicion, making it difficult to obtain clean, unobfuscated code in order
to identify possible attacks.
4.2.1.1 IP Watermarking
Another challenge with identifying attacks in third-party IP is the concept of IP water-
marking. When licensing IP from a third-party vendor, that vendor will not necessarily
be straightforward with the licensee when it comes to functionality within the design. In
many cases, this is to protect the interests of the vendor, and prevent IP theft. A digital
watermark is performed by embedding verifiable proof of ownership into a functional block
[35, 36]. This proof can then be invoked at a later point in time to show whether a design
was stolen or not. Unfortunately, the method through which the watermark acts is often
functionally identical to that of a hardware attack leaking sensitive data. For instance, the
study by Becker et al. [37] covers a method of watermarking a design such that a uniquely
identifying string is broadcast through the power drawn during certain phases of activity.
This data is transferred using a range of frequencies using spread-spectrum techniques to
combat ambient noise. However, this uniquely identifying string could be replaced with
sensitive information in the design such as a key or plaintext value. This change would
convert this legitimate watermark into a full-blown insertion causing a data leak. Another
similar study was conducted by Ziener et al. [38] which describes a method of watermark-
ing for multiple IP cores in a single design, such as in a field programmable gate array
(FPGA). This demonstrates an effective method of multiplexing these power watermarks
so that each IP core can supply a different signature at the same time, without interfering
with the watermarks of other cores.
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4.2.2 Electronic Design Automation (EDA) Tools
Another example of an external resource used during the design phase is that of the tools
used to create the design. If a backdoor is built into the tools used, then the design composed
via those tools could be compromised. This is also a very difficult step to perform in-house,
as developing design tools is an incredibly expensive process. If it were not, then companies
such as Cadence and Synopsys would not be able to operate. However, unlike vendors
for third-party IP, there are significantly fewer vendors providing tools, and there is more
oversight with regards to tools used in designs.
4.2.3 Cell Library
Another external resource commonly relied upon during circuit design is that of an external
cell library. While some organizations will have their own library to which they synthe-
size designs, many will need to rely on externally provided libraries, which might have
internal faults. Despite this reliance, the cell library is not a very dangerous attack vector
during circuit production. Due to the primitive nature of these cell libraries, it would be
nearly impossible to introduce any sort of malicious attack beyond a simple degradation
of performance. Furthermore, cell libraries are small enough that it can be possible for an
organization to investigate one manually to verify minimum functionality.
4.2.4 Device and Component Models
Similar to how many organizations rely upon an external cell library, component models
are commonly implemented in a design. Since these models represent low-level components
such as transistors, resistors, and capacitors, this represents an abstraction level lower in
the design than the cell library. Because of this low abstraction level, specific attacks would
be very difficult to implement.
4.2.5 Hardware Description Languages
While it is unlikely to represent an attack vector, circuit designs also rely on externally
developed hardware description languages (HDL) such as Verilog of VHDL. This is due pri-
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marily to the industry’s development of electronic design automation (EDA) tools designed
to work using these languages. While Verilog and VDHL are unlikely to inherently contain
possible threats to a design, reliance upon an external language that is not as publicly tested
could introduce errors or risks. An example of an external language that could be relied
upon in a specific circumstance is the Symbolic Model Verifier (SMV) language provided
by Carnegie Mellon University [39]. If an organization was to rely upon an external tool
provided by an untrusted third party, then a possible attack could be hidden in the language
used by the tool, rather than the tool itself.
4.3 Fabrication
The fabrication stage is the period in the production cycle where the chip is converted from a
digital nonphysical design into an actual physical chip. This is a specialized process that has
been developing since the mid-20th century, as fabrication plants compete in developing the
best fabrication processes. This drive towards development is because the most advanced
processes will create chips that are smaller, faster, and use less power than their competitors.
More efficient processes can also reduce the number of errors and increase the yield of each
lot. The steps in this stage require expensive equipment that is out of reach for all but the
wealthiest organizations. A facility capable of modern fabrication processes costs several
billion dollars to create [40], and requires continual upkeep and maintenance. Most circuit
designers must rely upon an external third-party fabrication plant (fab) in order to have
their design fabricated.
This reliance on external technologies is compounded by the difficulty in maintaining
oversight of a design during this stage. Many of the largest external fabs are overseas (see
Table 4-1), and plants can often be protective about details of the inner-workings of their
processes, to protect trade secrets.
It is important to note that of the top 10 fab plants, only two are in the United States.
It could be a serious risk in the supply chain if a contractor hired to create a product on
a military contract was to make use of a chip fabricated overseas without recognizing the
possibility of a chip being compromised.
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Table 4-1: 2011 Top-10 Semiconductor Foundries [1]
Rank Foundry Location Sales (USD)
1 TSMC Taiwan 14,600M
2 UMC Taiwan 3,760M
3 GlobalFoundries U.S. 3,580M
4 Samsung South Korea 1,975M
5 SMIC China 1,315M
6 TowerJazz Israel 610M
7 Vanguard Taiwan 519M
8 Dongbu South Korea 500M
9 IBM U.S. 445M
10 MagnaChip South Korea 350M
4.3.1 Masking
The first step in the fabrication process is the creation and implementation of the photolitho-
graphic masks used to fabricate the integrated circuits. Generally, the semiconductor fab
plant is provided with a digital layout representing what materials are needed in what
places, and at what levels. The masks are created at the fab based on this information.
Unfortunately, this stage represents an ideal opportunity for an adversary to introduce
a hardware Trojan to the integrated circuit. Manipulations of the masks represent physical
changes in the circuit. A creative attacker could make any desired changes to the layout
prior to creating the masks, and there would be no way the designer could know about the
change. This is the only stage of circuit production during which the attacker has complete
control over every aspect of the final chip. Even if the designer could request and receive a
copy of the masks, there is no guarantee that it would match the masks used for fabrication.
4.3.2 Fabrication
Declaring the next step “Fabrication” is an oversimplification, as the actual fabrication
of integrated circuits is an ongoing series of process steps involving the masks [40]. This
process involves multiple iterations of depositing polysilicon, dielectric or metal films, and
growing oxide films, along with etching, and photolithography or impurity doping. This
process is carefully managed, taking place in cleanrooms to reduce impurities. It would
be very difficult for an attacker to make any changes at this point, as this is a delicate
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process with limited flexibility. Furthermore, any attacker in a position to intervene at
this point would also be in a position to modify the masks, which would be a much easier
way of making significantly large modifications to the design. At most, an attack at this
stage would be performed through an introduction of impurities into the design to reduce
reliability.
4.3.3 Wafer Probe
The result of the fabrication and masking steps are silicon wafers with multiple chips on
each wafer. Fabrication plants use this opportunity to test each circuit with a series of test
vectors in order to identify which circuits are functional and which circuits failed to fabricate
correctly. At this point, the circuit is unchanged, so there is no opportunity to modify the
chip. However, if this step is performed at an external fab, it would still be possible for
an attacker to swap a wafer containing safe chips with a wafer containing Trojan chips.
Another option would be to introduce several wafers containing Trojan chips into the entire
batch to supplement a low yield, and salt the overall production with corrupted chips.
4.3.4 Dice & Package
After properly functioning chips are identified, the individual chips are cut out of the wafers,
and connected to larger packages to allow for use. While this stage requires expensive
equipment that might not be available for small organizations, it is possible to perform this
step in-house. An adversary performing this step could put counterfeit chips inside the
packages in place of the intended chips, or perform sabotage, such as attaching the chips in
a subpar standard.
4.4 Testing
After the fabrication stage the individual packaged chips are subject to a large amount of
testing in order to make sure that the designs work as intended. This step can be quite
complicated, depending upon the complexity of the chip. This can require expensive testing
equipment, and a significant investment of time to fully verify a circuit. While this step
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can be performed entirely in-house, outsourcing it to save costs introduces an opportunity
for an attacker to replace chips with compromised ones. Generally the test vectors chosen
will be completely trusted. The test sequences can be chosen in-house and can be supplied
entirely from a trusted ATPG algorithm.
4.4.1 Test Equipment
While an organization can supply their own test vectors for a design, it is more difficult to
design and supply their own testing equipment. As this equipment is entirely responsible for
determining the validity of the tested chips, there is some leeway in using this equipment as a
vehicle for attacking the chips. For instance, the testing equipment could arbitrarily supply
high levels of power to circuits in order to cause damage and inhibit future performance.
While this is a very small risk, it could mean the difference between utilizing inexpensive
equipment from an unknown overseas company and expensive equipment from a larger more
familiar company.
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Chapter 5
Securing Production
Although these steps might introduce possible attack vectors, not all pose an actionable
risk. It is crucial for a designer to determine the importance of securing the circuit, as well
as what possibilities are available for compromising the circuit. For the majority of designs,
many of these attack vectors can be ignored, because they bring about only a small risk
and because of the difficulty of implementing an attack via such a vector. On the other
hand, designs that require a level of trust require that certain steps be taken to reduce the
threat provided by each of these steps.
5.1 Specification
In general, the threat of attack during the specification stage is low. Even if outside resources
are implemented, complicated attacks are difficult to implement and much easier to identify
than attacks inserted later in production. Furthermore, for a secure design, this stage could
be performed in-house with little extra cost, eliminating any outside risks.
If use of an outside specification is deemed necessary, or the chip designers are provided
specifications by an outside source, it is still possible to secure this stage. Several possible
steps are available. For example:
1. Ensure secure information travels only over secure protocols
2. Avoid non-standard protocols
3. Avoid protocols with known problems
4. Use an outside source to vet the specifications
This is by no means an all-encompassing list, because there are many options that would
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increase the likelihood of a secure end-design. Furthermore, most of these options represent
good design practices, so there is little lost in their implementation.
5.2 Design
Unlike the specification stage, the design stage is difficult to secure effectively. There are
many parts that can come from external sources that make their way into the final design
at this stage. However, the risk from these parts can be mitigated in most cases.
5.2.1 Third-Party IP
As third-party IP is supplied from an external source, there is no baseline with which
to compare the IP to in order to identify differences. Instead, it becomes necessary to
identify possibly suspicious behavior in a design. This means that the IP design needs to
be thoroughly analyzed for possible malicious functionality.
Even though an absolute digital design is available, having a person manually search a
suspect design for a possible attack is ineffective. One of the reasons for this is that there
is no definite stopping point in a manual inspection. Having not found an attack does not
absolve the design of threat, it simply means that no threat has yet been found at that
point in time. Another reason is that most suspect designs will be clean and unmodified, so
the vast majority of searches will yield negative results. Any such search of a design would
be equivalent to looking for a needle in a haystack, where the needle most likely does not
exist. In order to make such a search cost-effective, it is necessary to use a technique that
performs this investigation automatically.
The most difficult part about automatically identifying an attack in a digital copy is
that it is impossible to know what the attack will look like. It would be folly to assume
that the attack only comes in one form or causes only one type of problem. In some cases
it may be acceptable to only focus on attacks forming Trojans, which come with both a
trigger and a payload. However in other cases, it is necessary to identify both bugs and
malicious modifications together, as they have the same resulting effect on the circuit. This
difficulty is compounded with the inclusion of IP watermarking in many designs; they will
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both appear as additional functionality hidden within a IP design block.
5.2.1.1 Recent Studies in Detection
Most studies that focus on identifying attacks in third-party IP focus on a specific type of
attack. For instance, Wolff et al. [33] introduce a method of identifying hardware Trojans by
searching out and isolating trigger/payload functionality in design blocks. More specifically,
the technique focuses on the rare input-sequence that satisfies the trigger, and the change in
functionality caused after this rare input-sequence occurs. However, this technique is limited
to Trojans that trigger directly after a rare input sequence. This technique is ineffective in
identifying malicious insertions that activate automatically or lack a standard trigger.
Another interesting study by Waksman and Sethumadhavan [41] focuses on isolating
specific functional blocks and identifying when such a block begins to exhibit suspicious
behavior. This is intended to be a method of verifying the trustworthiness of all blocks in
a pipeline, even if they were designed in-house. This verification is implemented through a
separate on-chip monitor-structure that constantly inspects the activities of the module in
question in real-time. However, this technique is limited to pipeline modules and memory
units, and only checks for triggered attacks that modify the output functionality of the
module in question.
Unfortunately, there is a lack of investigation into methods for verifying the trustwor-
thiness of an existing block. For this reason, a new method of identifying possible attacks
in an IP block has been brought forth in this dissertation.
5.2.2 Tools
Fortunately, the tools used for circuit design can be mostly secured with little difficulty.
The large vendors such as Cadence and Synopsys can mostly be trusted to supply tools
without hidden functionality, and the smaller vendors supplying tools can be investigated
if suspicious, or avoided if necessary. Unlike the situation with third-party IP, there is a
limited supply of tools available for use in circuit design. This limited supply has therefore
been much more thoroughly tested and evaluated by others using these resources. While
this step poses a risk to the unaware designer relying on untrusted tools, a cautious designer
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could avoid most threats.
5.2.3 Cell Libraries and Models
While external cell libraries and models are resources provided from sources outside the
organization, they are significantly easier to analyze for corruption. Unlike third-party IP,
the functions of these cells and models are clearly stated, with no hidden functionality
buried within. The actual cells and models can be manually inspected to identify anything
suspicious. Since cells and models are often used successively between circuits, this analysis
would be a one-time fixed cost that could be spread out among all designs.
5.2.4 Hardware Description Languages
While it would be difficult to develop an in-house language for use with circuit designs, the
most commonly used outside languages are unlikely to have risk. VHDL, for instance, was
developed by the U.S. Department of Defense, and eventually standardized as IEEE 1076
at the behest of the U.S. Air Force in 1983 [42]. Similarly, the Verilog language has been
standardized as IEEE 1364. Based on the history of these open standards languages, it is
unlikely that any inherent security flaws are present.
As long as the designers rely upon open standardized languages, the overall risk from
this external source is minimal. In fact, this is one of the main purposes of forming open
standards, as it allows for universal verification of the integrity of these languages.
5.3 Fabrication
When it comes to identifying attacks in a circuit, the point of modification is critical in
determining the techniques used to identify a possible modification. For a circuit attacked
during one of the fabrication steps, the only way to identify the attack is with a thorough
investigation of the resulting physical chip. However, this is not an easy process, as there are
confounding factors that make it difficult to identify an attack on a physical chip including:
(1) the small feature size and (2) process variation.
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5.3.1 Confounding Factors
The first of these factors is simply the feature size of the circuit, since modern fabrication
technologies are measured in nanometers, and proceeding to get smaller every year. While
there are many imaging techniques available, these are often not an effective method of
validation. For instance, physical imaging techniques such as cross-sectioning and layer
removal/deprocessing require the destruction of the chip. Thermal imaging techniques,
such as infrared thermography, and optical techniques, such as scanning optical microscopy,
can be effective in mapping out a chip, but they still often rely on individually activating
sections of a chip. Additional techniques such as those relying on electron beams can be
effective at mapping out a circuit, but are also expensive and can cause adverse effects due
to depositing charged particles in the circuits [43]. The most substantial problem with all
of these techniques is that they are too expensive. Even if imaging an individual chip does
not cost much time or money, it is simply not feasible for all of the chips being produced
to be similarly imaged and analyzed for modifications. This is even more significant of a
monetary cost when dealing with imaging techniques that risk destroying the chip. Any
effective method of identifying modifications in such a design must be both nondestructive
and inexpensive.
5.3.1.1 Process Variation
The second confounding factor, and the most important, is a phenomenon known as “Pro-
cess Variation”. This has many names, including process variation, process variability, and
variation within fabrication processes. These variations are random fluctuations in the
design caused by the technology used in manufacturing the chip.
Individual variation between lots, dies, and even individual chips within a die can have
a significant impact on circuit functionality [44]. Furthermore, this variation increases with
each subsequent generation of integrated circuit (IC) manufacturing. In 2005 for state-of-
the-art fabrication plants, leakage current alone was estimated to vary by 5 to 10 times,
causing an almost 50 percent variation in total power [45]. This impact has likely increased
over the past 8 years. Considering how a chip’s power consumption can vary by up to 50%
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from process variation, it would not be strange for the impact from hardware Trojans to be
masked by such fluctuations.
5.3.2 Side-Channel Measurements
The most promising methods for detection currently use nonstandard side-channel measure-
ments, such as the power drawn by the circuit, or the timing for individual outputs. There
are even studies leveraging changes in a magnetic field, or individual light emissions [46, 47].
Generally these side-channel measurements are based on techniques in cryptography known
as side-channel attacks, where cryptosystems are broken using these measurements. In ad-
dition to being non-destructive, such measurements are significantly less expensive than
imaging techniques. However, since these measurements are susceptible to process varia-
tions, it is important to develop a technique that is able to garner reliable results regardless
of these fluctuations. In most cases, reliable results can only be obtained if the tester has
access to a “golden copy”, or a known trusted copy of the chip. However, obtaining such a
chip is often significantly more expensive.
5.3.3 Current/Power analysis
Current or power side-channel measurements are presently the most effective techniques
available for identifying Trojans in fabricated circuits. The basic concept behind these
techniques involve measuring the current drawn by the circuit over various inputs, and
comparing that current with the measurements taken from a golden copy.
One of the first studies implementing this type of technique is by Agrawal et al. [48].
The study focuses on the use of integrated circuit (IC) fingerprints, which are generated
through testing and validation of a golden copy made at a trusted fabrication plant. These
fingerprints are used with standard signal-processing techniques to reduce the effect of
process variation, and identify the presence of Trojans in synthesised RSA circuits. The
process variation ranges which they tested were from 2% maximum variation up to 7.5%
maximum variation, and through which they could identify Trojans that were at least 0.01%
of the size of the original design, with a 2% false positive rate.
Another good baseline study for this type of technique is by Wang et al. [49] where the
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transient current from a suspect IC is compared directly with the current drawn from a safe
golden copy. To overcome process variations, the difference in the two currents is integrated
over time and compared with variation detected on the golden chip. These tests were run
on the ISCAS benchmark s38417 circuit with two types of Trojan triggers: counters and
comparators. The tests showed that Trojans with triggers of similar size can be detected
through minor process variations when a golden copy is available. The range of variations
covered include a threshold voltage change of up to 5%, a change in channel length of up
to 2%, and a change in oxide thickness of up to 1% for inter-die variation. However, this
amount of variation is insufficient to represent the variations present in modern fabrication
processes, which can be up to an order of magnitude larger.
A study by Rad et al. [50] shows similar results to the Wang study but introduces
another interesting method of testing: reducing the size of the tested circuit by focusing
on individual powered sections of the chip. Though this study did not focus on the issue
of process variation, this technique is useful in combating such variation. Focusing on
individual powered sections of a chip effectively reduces the area of the chip, therefore
reducing the amount of process variation adding noise to side-channel measurements. This
optimization can be combined with other methods involving process variation to improve
efficiency.
A similar method of segmenting a circuit to reduce the effect of process variation is
tested by Banga and Hsaio [51, 52]. In these studies, several ISCAS circuits are segmented
through careful selection of input vectors, with the purpose of identifying regions suspected
of containing possible Trojan circuitry. While these studies do not directly address the
problem of process variation, the techniques developed in these studies would be most
useful in combination with other techniques for the purpose of combating high amounts of
process variations. As with the Rad et al. [50] study, reducing the effective area of the chip
during tests reduces the effect of process variations on side-channel measurements.
Other interesting methods include another study by Banga and Hsaio [53] where the
supply voltage and ground are inverted as a method of identifying unlikely triggers. The
idea behind this type of structure is to pick an input with as many active sections of the
chip as possible and then invert the power to the chip. After inversion, the active sections
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and inactive sections will swap. Since Trojan triggers are small inactive sections that do
not change on most inputs, they can be more easily activated and then measured.
There are many more studies implementing current analysis as a side-channel measure-
ment for detecting Trojans (e.g., [54, 48, 55, 56]). However, all of these methods either
require a golden copy to calibrate the measurements or do not address the issue of process
variation.
5.3.4 Timing/Delay Analysis
The other main type of side-channel measurement involves high-speed timed measurement
of responses from a change in an input. The purpose of such a measurement is to identify
the gate-delay from additional combinational logic introduced by malicious insertions (typ-
ically Trojans). Additionally, many countermeasures for attacks involving timing analysis
include preventative structures. Such structures are intended to make identification of an
insertion an easier task. However, process variation generally has a greater impact on tim-
ing measurements, rendering most of these techniques ineffective in the face of high levels
of variation.
One of the first circuit-hardening techniques was introduced by Li and Lach [57]. This
study introduced the use of shadow registers [58] as a method of identifying the possible
presence of malicious circuitry. Normally such registers would be used as a method to verify
the logical integrity of the circuit or to debug abnormal behavior. However, if these registers
are connected to a tunable clock input, then they can be used to accurately measure the
response time of specific inputs to individual registers. Since any malicious insertion requires
the addition of extra gates, any delay from these gates would be measured by the shadow
registers. Unfortunately, large process variation ends up making this technique ineffective
as a standalone solution, as shown in a subsequent study by Rai and Lach [59]. However, it
still remains a useful tool when combined with some of the other techniques described here.
Of course, attack detection using timing and delay analysis does not necessarily require
predefined structures. Jin and Makris [60] tested a technique where a fingerprint generated
for a DES circuit synthesized to an FPGA can be used to detect Trojans larger than 0.13%
of the size of the circuit, with up to 7.5% variation between cells. However, these tests were
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only effective on Trojans with an explicit payload that alters the functional logic, and affects
values on output pins. Malicious modifications with an implicit payload were undetected.
Unfortunately, due to the strong effects of process variation on delay-classification [61]
of a circuit, it is generally less effective to determine the existence of attacks through timing
measurements, than through power measurements.
5.3.5 Circuit Trust through Hardening
Another method of mitigating possible attacks on a fabricated design is through pre-emptive
hardening techniques. These techniques can either try to make a circuit more difficult to
attack (obfuscation), or they can make intrusions more easy to detect. These techniques
can usually be used in combination with other side-channel techniques involving current or
timing analysis.
For example, Koushanfar and Mirhoseini [62] describe a formal framework for design-
ing integrated circuits such that side-channel measurements can be taken from individual
modalities easily. Additionally, implementation of the framework reduces the amount of
noise at each measurement, combating the effect of process variations on such results. The
study uses its own side-channel analysis involving current drawn from the circuit. How-
ever, their framework could also be used in combination with techniques proposed by other
researchers to more fully cover possible attack vectors.
Another study by Chakraborty et al. [63] describes an IC design methodology that facil-
itates detecting trojans inserted during fabrication. This methodology makes identification
of Trojans easier through logic testing and also obfuscates the design to make inserting
a trojan significantly more difficult. This testability comes from breaking the circuit into
several functional modules and then switching into a “transparent mode” where the cir-
cuit simulates the occurrence of rare inputs that might act as a trigger for an attack. The
obfuscation caused by this methodology is a useful tool for increasing the cost of attack-
ing the design. If the attackers cannot identify what parts of the design block have what
functionality, then they cannot easily insert malicious circuitry to modify that functionality.
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5.3.6 Circuit Trust through Obfuscation
While it is not always possible to prevent modifications to a design, or even to identify
the changes to a design, one option for preventing the inclusion of hardware Trojans is to
make it difficult for the attackers to identify the function of the design. An example of
this would be a side-effect of the twin-fab production concept [64, 65, 66]. This method
was initially conceived as a way of countering design theft during the fabrication step, but
would also make attacking the design through modifications or insertions very difficult, if
not impossible. The main concept behind this method is to rely upon the external fab for
only the lowest layers of the chips. This allows a designer to only send the bottom-half of
the layout to the fabrication plants, hiding the functionality of the chip. The half-completed
wafer could then be forwarded to a trusted fab plant with a larger feature size to attach
the higher metal layers that do not require a small feature size. Since an attacker would
not possess the full design, they would be limited in the changes that could be made, and
would also be forced to reverse-engineer the design to determine what to attack.
5.4 Testing
In general the testing phase does not represent much of a threat. While it would be risky for
the design to be tested by someone outside of the organization, this step can be easily kept
in-house. While there is a risk posed by making use of externally supplied testing machines,
this could be avoided by simply using machines from a reputable company, purchased
through a reputable supplier.
5.5 Summary
Full assurance that a design is secure requires preventing or detecting malicious influences at
every stage of the circuit production process. While the specification and testing stages can
be attacked by a resourceful attacker, preventing modification at these stages does not pose a
difficult task, as both of these stages can be performed in-house limiting external influences.
Unfortunately, the design and fabrication stages of circuit production rely significantly on
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external resources; third-party IP is a necessary inclusion of many chips during the design
stage, and the fabrication stage heavily relies upon out-of-house foundries which are often
overseas and untrusted. Securing these two stages of the design process must take a priorit
in further research.
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Chapter 6
Detection of Hardware Trojans in
Third-Party Intellectual Property
using Untrusted Modules
Following the order of a design flow, this chapter will focus on security pre-fabrication. To
identify hardware Trojans hidden within 3rd party design blocks, this research applies a
method that is similar to fault tolerance testing using design diversity [67, 68]. Dubbed
Design Comparison, this method contrasts two designs of dubious nature providing similar,
but not identical, functionality to validate each other. This process is effective despite the
fact that neither of the two designs are trustworthy. This effectiveness comes from the
Trojan’s inherent secretive nature. Trojans can fundamentally be described with two parts
from the taxonomy in Chapter 3: (1) their payload, which is the effect they cause, and
(2) their trigger, or the inputs and condition that cause the Trojan to deliver the payload
[69]. By design, triggers are intended to avoid activation during normal testing and usage
so they remain undetected. Based on this approach, if an individual Trojan is unlikely to
be triggered by accident, then it is even less likely for two Trojans to trigger in the exact
same way, with the exact same payload. Identifying any inherent logical difference between
the two designs will therefore identify any Trojan functionality.
To compare the two designs effectively, they first must be prepared. Standard verifi-
cation techniques are not intended to compare two structurally different circuit designs,
especially when they often have different inputs, outputs, and use. The two processing
steps are to: (1) wrap the two designs to match their functionality, and (2) unroll all of
the internal state components, allowing for the design to be expressed entirely in terms
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of outputs and inputs over time. This process then allows for each output from the two
circuits to be compared with a Boolean satisfiability solver. This enables the identification
of the set of possible inputs that could cause the two circuits to provide a different output.
Design Comparison was tested over a variety of standard benchmark circuits of a range
of sizes, and was overall found to be very effective detecting malicious modifications to third-
party IP. The testing time for the analysis was generally equal-to or less-than the time it
took to run the circuit through standard circuit Electronic Design Automation (EDA) tools
for synthesis.
The key contributions from this work are:
• Development of a technique for identifying malicious modifications in third-party IP
using two unverified modules.
• The testing and validation of this technique over a series of benchmark Trojans.
6.1 Design Comparison
The primary concept behind Design Comparison is to logically compare two untrusted de-
signs with similar functionality, identifying wherever their outputs differ [70]. As Trojan
triggers are designed to have extremely low odds [71] to prevent accidental triggering, the
odds are even less that two Trojans would have the same Trigger and the same payload.
With many vendors available from which designs may be selected, finding two similar de-
signs for comparison is simplified. In the rare occurrence that a logical block has unique
functionality that needs to be verified, testers could write a top-level Verilog design to
instantiate the IP that focuses purely on functionality (instead of area or timing); this
top-level design would be sufficient for comparison.
There are three main steps to the comparison process: (1) Wrapping the two designs, (2)
Unrolling the state logic within each design, and (3) Comparing the two circuits according
to Boolean satisfiability (SAT). The detection scope of design comparison must also be
considered.
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Figure 6-1: Design Comparison Overview
6.1.1 Wrapping
Even if two designs have the same essential functionality, their actual implementation of
this functionality can be vastly different. The blocks might use different instruction codes,
or have different ways of interpreting inputs and outputs. There are any number of minute
differences that could exist between two blocks that have effectively the same functionality.
The point of this step is to create a wrapper around each of these blocks to match their
exact functionality. As this is purely logical, and ignores all optimization, the wrapper does
not need to be well-timed or optimized for area. Furthermore, if a design is going to be
included in a circuit, then much of this work would already be necessary to ensure each
design works correctly within the circuit. However, there are a few challenges that must be
addressed.
6.1.1.1 Don’t-Care Inputs and Outputs
The comparison between the two circuits will find every difference, which will unfortunately
also include differences as seen by don’t-care situations. Take the example of an ISCAS89
s208.1 frequency divider. Given a set of inputs and clock pulses, thic design divides the
frequency of the pulses based on the inputs. However, as this circuit is frequency-based,
the output only needs to have the correct frequency. If a similar circuit was to produce an
output that was 180◦ out of phase with the s208.1, then the outputs would technically be
different, yet both correct. This type of difference needs to be rectified during the wrapping
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stage, or there will be false positives when the comparison is performed.
6.1.1.2 Different Capabilities Between Designs
Another problem that will arise during the wrapping step is that the two designs possess
a slightly different functionality. For instance, one design might be strictly an Arithmetic
Logic Unit (ALU), while the other design is a combination ALU and function generator.
In this case, there exists known functionality in one design that is not present in the other.
At this point, there are two possible ways to continue the wrapping.
• Use the design with the extra functionality (the ALU plus function generator) to
verify the design with less functionality. This can be performed by simply ignoring
the extra functionality in the wrapper, which effectively removes it from the design.
• Use the design with less functionality as well as another smaller design containing that
missing functionality, to verify the larger design. With the ALU example, this would
entail finding or creating a simple function generator that can be used to validate the
extra functionality of the larger design.
Additionally, there is always the option of finding another design to verify. One of the
advantages of working with third-party IP is that there are many alternatives, and if one
design is insufficient for current needs, then another one would likely work. The first choice
is also useful in case of difficulty in finding similar designs to compare. In this situation, a
more complicated design can be wrapped in such a way that it only performs a small subset
of its intended function, matching that of the design to verify.
6.1.1.3 Lack of Comparable Designs
While it is unlikely, it will always remain a possibility that only one vendor will sell the
block that is necessary to complete a design. Depending on the complexity of this block,
it is possible to create a similar block that performs identically for the sole purpose of
comparing the two designs. As this new design has no requirements with respect to timing,
area, or efficiency, it would be significantly easier to create than an actual design for final
implementation. However, this still represents a significant investment of time.
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6.1.2 Unrolling
After the designs have been wrapped, they are still implemented differently. Even though
they now effectively have the same number of inputs and outputs, they likely have different
structures, state components, and internal logic. To effectively compare the two, it is
necessary to remove all internal state logic, and rewrite the outputs as Boolean expressions
of past inputs. Consider the circuit in Fig. 6-2 as an example. This circuit contains two
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Figure 6-2: 2-bit sequence detector (for ’11’)
state-bits, as well as one input and one output. We can express the logic progression during
a single clock cycle as a set of Boolean expressions (Eq. 1).
D1 ← I, D2 ← D1, O ← D1 ∧D2 (1)
By stepping backwards from the output and decrementing a counter on the input, the
flip-flops can be gradually replaced with inputs over a period of time.
O ← D1[t−0] ∧D2[t−0] (2)
O ← I[t−1] ∧D1[t−1] (3)
O ← I[t−1] ∧ I[t−2] (4)
As seen in equation 4, the output is expressed entirely in terms of inputs, with no
dependance upon internal state logic. However, not all circuits are this simple, and many
possess circular logic that will never fully be removed while unrolling. To ilustrate this issue,
consider the example circuit shown in Fig. 6-3. This circuit represents a 2-bit multiple-input
signal register (MISR).
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Figure 6-3: 2-bit Multiple Input Signal Register (MISR)
Unlike the sequence detector, the MISR has inherent cyclical logic, where the value for
a flip-flop is based on its own value at some previous clock cycle. This is more presently
visible if we unroll it several cycles.
D1 ← D1 ⊕D2 ⊕ Z1, D2 ← D1 ⊕ Z2, O ← D¯2 (5)
O¯ ← D1[−1] ⊕ Z2[−1] (6)
O¯ ← D1[t−2] ⊕D2[t−2] ⊕ Z1[t−2] ⊕ Z2[t−1] (7)
O¯ ← D2[t−3] ⊕ Z1[t−3] ⊕ Z2[t−3] ⊕ Z1[t−2] ⊕ Z2[t−1] (8)
When unrolling a circuit with cyclic logic like that shown here, the process can be
performed by simply unrolling to a specified maximum depth. This depth represents a
window within which all possible combinations of inputs will be verified. Any state values
beyond this maximum depth are arbitrarily set to 0. In the end, the goal is to ensure that
all logic is dependent only upon the inputs and outputs, thus eliminating the state.
Another way to visualize this type of unrolling is to create N copies of a circuit (where N
is the unroll depth) and to remove all state-logic from all copies (see Fig. 6-4). In exchange,
anywhere a value is pulled from a state component (i.e., the Q port on a D flip-flop), the
value is instead taken from the stored value value on the next circuit down the line (i.e.,
the D port on a D flip-flop). On the last circuit, state logic is given an arbitrary value, and
the chain ends.
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Figure 6-4: Unrolling through circuit duplication
The goal of the unroll depth is to provide a testable window which can be used to provide
an estimate that is accurate enough. Testing over a window of depth 20 proves that there
is no possible combination of 20 inputs that trigger Trojan logic. Depending on the level
of accuracy and the computational power available, the window can be selected to meet
necessary needs.
6.1.3 Boolean Satisfiability
The final part of testing is to run Boolean satisfiability tests between the outputs of the test
circuits for each input. SAT can be used effectively to identify logical differences in Boolean
expressions [72]. By solving for a situation where the output on each circuit provides
different values (either through a negative Boolean satisfiability check, or by XOR-ing the
two outputs) the solver identifies the exact sequence of inputs that provides the difference
in outputs. This difference can then be examined to (1)) determine which circuit is correct,
and (2) exactly what the circumstances were that might have caused such a difference. If
the difference is considered to be a false positive, then the wrapper can be modified. By
changing the wrappers to arbitrarily fix the difference seen over this series of inputs, the
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tests can be rerun to search for further differences.
6.1.4 Detection Scope for Design Comparison
One of the key limitations to this technique is that it focuses entirely on logical Trojans. If
a Trojan has a payload that has no impact on outputs, then this technique is ineffective.
However, Trojans with no impact on outputs are significantly easier to detect when investi-
gating suspicious circuitry. This difference is because this circuitry can appear superfluous
and inefficient, often containing special structures such as ring-oscillators that arbitrarily
heat the circuit, or manipulate power consumption. Design Comparison is effective when
paired with a detection script tasked with identifying strange component structures.
6.2 Evaluating Trustworthiness with Design Comparison
One of the most important evaluations of a technique like Design Comparison is the deter-
mination of what causes mistakes, namely false positives and false negatives. This section
describes how both cases can result from Design Comparison.
6.2.1 False Positives
Even though the Design Comparison process might flag something as suspicious, there are
several situations where it is not in fact a Trojan. These include don’t-care situations
from the wrapper, design errors in the module, and non-Boolean logic structures that raise
suspicion.
• Failed Wrapper - This condition happens when the wrapper fails to account for various
differences between the designs, such as don’t-cares, differing input requirements, or
other similar situations. If this is the case, then the only options are (1) to go back and
add these specific situations to the wrapper or (2) to specifically edit the SAT equation
to arbitrarily ignore such situations. With sufficient preparation on the wrapper, this
condition should not occur.
• Errors in the designs - This technique will flag any logical difference between the two
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designs. If a design has an error or bug, then this will identify it and flag it as a
possible Trojan.
• Suspicious circuitry - Any ring oscillator or self-driving loop that does not have a
state-component to delay the loop will flag an error during unrolling. This condition
also occurs when there are multiple inputs driving a signal or other nonstandard design
techniques, such as using multiple undefined clock-signals.
Fortunately, none of the false-positives pose a significant problem for using Design Com-
parison. Don’t-cares can be handled in the wrapper without significant effort, and design-
errors must be identified anyways, as they can be just as dangerous as Trojans in a critical
circuit. Ring-oscillators and other types of circular logic are quite often used in Trojans
as one of the critical structures that deliver a non-standard payload such as power ma-
nipulation. If structures such as ring oscillators are identified in a design, then their use
should be examined very closely, because they are uncommon when following standard
design practices.
It is important at this point to once again mention the possibility of a vendor implanting
IP watermarks into their offered designs. When the design comparison process identifies
suspicious circuitry, it is possible for this circuitry to be a part of a digital watermark,
making the flag a false positive (Section 6.2.A). However, it is important to examine such
a positive carefully because of the similarity between such watermarks and Trojans.
6.2.2 False Negatives
Overall there are fewer situations that lead to a false negative result than those that generate
a false positive. Generally these situations are limited to either a delayed payload, or a non-
logical Trojan.
• Delayed Payloads - The most straightforward way to circumvent Design Comparison is
to implement an arbitrarily long delay between trigger and payload, stretching wider
than the test-window.
• Non-Logical Trojan - Again, Design Comparison does not try to identify Trojans with
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payloads that do not affect the outputs. Such Trojans will not raise flags with this
technique, unless it is noticed during the unrolling step.
The key worry with a false negative is that a Trojan has too long of an implementation
time to fit within the window formed by the unrolling depth. However, such a Trojan
requires a large amount of circuitry, effectively requiring a large counter specifically designed
to delay the payload. This scenario makes the Trojan easier to detect by techniques focused
on identifying suspicious circuitry, such as those presented in [73].
6.3 Experimental Methodology
As a process, Design Comparison can be implemented in multiple ways, with a large variety
of different tool options. To show a proof-of-concept and to test the effectiveness, the
Cadence suite of tools (RTL Compiler and SMV) [74], AIGER [75], and relsat [76] were
used for this work. Regardless of the tools used, the overall process remains the same.
All software and tests were run on a Dell PowerEdge T105 with an Intel(R) Xeon(R)
2.8 GHz CPU with 16 GB of RAM. While four cores were available, all tests were run on a
single dedicated core with no parallelization. The following describes the methodology for
each stage in the process.
6.3.1 Wrapping
The only manual step in the comparison process is the wrapping step, wherein the two
circuits are encapsulated in external Verilog files that matches the inputs and outputs of
the two circuits. This process involved:
• Forcing enable pins to 1 or 0
• Disabling scan chains
• Ignoring debug outputs not shared between designs
There were also occasional bugs or syntactic errors that were corrected at this point. It is
important to note that when implementing a wrapper, only the wrapped circuit is tested.
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If key logic ignored by the wrapper needs to be invoked in the final design, then it needs to
be included in the wrapper. For this reason, it is both prudent and simpler to search for
similar designs to test.
6.3.2 Unrolling Tools
The first key step in the unrolling process is to convert both test circuits to the same logical
form. In some circumstances, the designs were written in functional Verilog, while in other
situations, designs have been synthesized to a unit cell library, expressing everything in
terms of simple and complex logic gates. This step is performed by reading the designs
into Cadence RTL-Compiler, elaborating the design, and writing their output as a Boolean
equation (with the “-equation” flag).
The second step in this process is to convert everything into a Symbolic Model Verifi-
cation (SMV) specification language (specifically Cadence SMV [77]), which prepares the
circuits for analysis. This is facilitated in part by some of the Cadence SMV tools, which
can convert limited Verilog descriptions into SMV. As the SMV specification language and
Verilog have many similarities in structure and notation, this conversion is straightforward.
The third part of the process is a mock unrolling, where circuits are unrolled ignoring
the output. The purpose of this step is to identify strange behavior within the circuit that
might either represent a Trojan or interfere with Boolean analysis. Furthermore, this greatly
optimizes test time by identifying problems without requiring a full unroll and comparison
process.
The fourth and final step is the actual unrolling process. To optimize this step, each
circuit is duplicated N times (where N is the unroll depth), duplicating inputs and wires as
well. These duplicates, representing past states, are then connected together to remove all
flip-flops and other state-components. The initial value of all state components representing
time beyond that window are set to 0.
6.3.3 Boolean Satisfiability
After the circuits are unrolled, all of the outputs need to be verified individually to identify
differences. This can be accomplished by combining the two unrolled circuits into a single
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circuit sharing inputs, and with the outputs-to-test connected to each other via an exclusive-
or (XOR) logic gate. If a logical situation occurs that causes the two outputs to have
different values, then the output of the XOR will change to 1.
Although SMV could technically perform this test on its own, it is in an unoptimized
form that can be greatly improved. One of the key reasons for converting the circuits to
the SMV format is its interoperability with model verification tools, including the AIGER
toolset. In this case, the AIGER utilities are used to convert the SMV-expressed prob-
lem in terms of and-invert graphs, and subsequently converted to the conjunctive normal
form (CNF) in order to be fed directly into the SAT solver of choice, namely relsat. This
process was subsequently repeated for each output, halting if a difference is identified. Un-
fortunately, this process must be repeated for each and every output, so circuits with a
significantly large number of outputs require a long time to test if every single output needs
to be tested.
6.4 Testing and Results
The Design Comparison technique was implemented over a variety of Trojans within several
standard benchmark circuits. The benchmark circuits are from several sources, including
OpenCores [78] and the International Symposium on Circuits & Systems (ISCAS), while
the Trojan benchmarks are supplied from the Trust-HUB repository [79]. The size of these
Trojans vary greatly, from a small RS232 Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter
(UART) to the large Wishbone Conmax Interconnect Matrix IP core from OpenCores. To
demonstrate the full range of benchmark sizes, they were synthesized to the Oklahoma State
University (OSU) 45-nm Standard Cell Library [80] and resulting sizes are shown in Table
6-1.
For the most part, the size of the circuit directly relates to the cost in time that it takes
to test each circuit. The generic cost in time for testing at an unroll depth of 10 is shown
in Table 6-2. The time it takes to run RTL-compiler is also listed because it provides an
excellent comparison for the cost of unrolling and testing satisfiability in real time.
One of the most interesting results here is the time it took to run the satisfiability tests on
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Table 6-1: Size of base benchmark circuits when synthesized to the OSU 45-nm Standard
Cell Library using Cadence RTL Compiler
Benchmark Size(um2)
RS232 UART 1,269
PIC16F84 8,848
s15850 15,654
s35932 45,112
s38417 43,413
s38584 48,408
Wishbone-Conmax 126,986
Table 6-2: Cost in time to run test over different benchmark circuits (seconds)
Benchmark Trojans RTL Unroll SAT
RS232 UART T200 2.33 1.86 0.0044
PIC16F84 All 1.26 - -
s15850 All 22.41 23.36 0.037
s35932 T200,300 129.38 76.36 0.0053
s38417 T100 115.9 71.12 0.093
s38417 T200,300 - - 4.12
s38584 T100 130.32 71.42 159.54
s38584 T200,300 - - 41.22
Wishbone-Conmax All 563.1 177.0 6.14
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the s38584 and the s38417, because the test time varied significantly depending upon which
Trojan was tested. Despite the Trojan circuits being extremely similar, the difference was
more than an order of magnitude. This is likely due to the way the satisfiability problem was
approached by the solver, resulting in an inefficient solution under certain circumstances. By
running these tests under a different satisfiability algorithm, the results would likely change
as well. The test results for each benchmark are broken into the following subsections.
6.4.1 RS-232 Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter
The first set of tests were run on an RS232 Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter
(UART). This is a relatively small circuit, possessing only 12 input pins, and 11 output
pins. There were 10 Trojan implementations for this circuit, labeled T100 through T901,
representing 10 implementations of 9 different Trojans (with two versions of the Trojan
T900, listed as T900 and T901). All of these Trojans were detected quite easily and quickly,
as T100, T200, and T400-T901 were all identified during the unrolling process due to
suspicious logic.
The final Trojan T300 was identified upon comparison to a different version of an RS232
UART using the design comparison technique so as to identify the Trojan. The two versions
were sufficiently different, so that when each design was synthesized to the OSU 45-nm cell
library, the Trojan circuit had a footprint of 1989.8 um2, while the other took 1269.9 um2.
The Trojan was quickly identified in the malicious circuit with an unroll depth of 10 cycles.
To further explore the efficiency of the process, the unroll depth was arbitrarily extended
to greater lengths, despite 10 cycles being sufficient for detection. The results in Fig. 6-
5 show that the time taken for unrolling is consistently linear as expected. The most
interesting results occur during satisfiability checking, as the results have a large amount
of variation, yet still show a rough linear increase in test time. Plotting the graph on a
logarithmic axis (Fig. 6-6) makes this easier to see. These results were calculated as an
average of tests at each unroll depth, with very little measured difference in time taken
between each test at each depth. This means that the tests at depth 240 and 250 were
consistently taking approximately 340 seconds to complete, while the tests at 260 and 270
were consistently taking 30 seconds to complete. These differences in testing times are most
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Figure 6-5: Time to perform Design Comparison on RS232 UART circuit
likely due to (1) the nature of solving NP-complete problems, and (2) the method in which
the optimized SAT solver relsat approached each task.
6.4.2 PIC16F84 8-bit Microcontroller
The next set of tests were run on the 4 Trojans implemented on PIC16F84 8-bit microcon-
trollers. The PIC16f84 represents a useful benchmark representing small microcontrollers,
and the feasibility of detecting malicious modifications in such chips. During testing, all
four Trojans were flagged during the unrolling process for suspicious nonstandard logic. It
was not necessary to run the Boolean SAT comparison, as all four Trojans were identified
prior to that point. The unrolling process provides a rigorous method for identifying non-
standard logic that is used in hardware Trojan modifications, despite that type of detection
not being its main purpose.
6.4.3 Wishbone Conmax IP Core
To fully test the Design Comparison technique, larger circuits were necessary. We chose the
OpenCores Wishbone Conmax Interconnect Matrix IP Core as the benchmark, because it
is orders of magnitude larger than the other circuits. Of the three test benchmarks, there
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Figure 6-6: Time to perform Design Comparison on RS232 UART circuit on a logarithmic
scale
was also a large difference in the implementation of the different benchmarks. This was
most pronounced when re-synthesizing the designs to the OSU 45-nm standard cell library
and comparing their sizes. Compared to the first benchmark, the second two were roughly
10% smaller in area (126,986 um2 for the first, and 114,160 um2 for the other two). They
were also structured differently, as the first version of the benchmark contained built-in
scan-chain functionality, while the latter two benchmark Trojans did not.
Among the three Trojan benchmarks, the second Trojan (T200) was flagged during
the unrolling process due to suspicious circuitry. The other two Trojans (T100 and T300)
continued on for comparison, and were quickly identified even with a very short unroll depth
(with a window of 5 cycles).
6.4.4 ISCAS ’89 Benchmarks
The final set of tested benchmarks are grouped together, as they are all from the ISCAS89
sequential benchmark test suite. There was a total of four benchmark circuits tested, with
10 total Trojans.
• s15850 - 1 Trojan
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• s35932 - 3 Trojans
• s38417 - 3 Trojans
• s38584 - 3 Trojans
These benchmarks are all significantly larger than the RS232 UART, with the last three
being roughly 1/3rd of the size of the Wishbone Conmax core. These circuits exhibited
more variability than the previous benchmarks.
First, four Trojans (the s15850 Trojan and all three s38584 Trojans) were detected
during the comparison process with no difficulty. The three s38584 Trojans were detected
regardless of what combination of benchmark and Trojan were used. Since all three Trojans
had different payloads, they were functionally different from each other. This difference was
what was detected during comparison. Furthermore, as seen in Fig. 6-7, the cost in time
to unroll and test for satisfiability remained similar to those results from the RS232 circuit
for the unroll depth of up to 50 cycles.
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Figure 6-7: Time to perform Design Comparison on ISCAS’89 s15850
However, the tests on the s38417 benchmarks showed false negatives, despite possessing
circuitry that would certainly raise flags during unrolling. This was noticed when the
s38417-T300 Trojan, which possesses a ring oscillator with 29 stages, was not flagged for
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cyclic logic. Under further examination, it was discovered that the malicious components in
this circuit were completely removed when Cadence RTL-Compiler elaborated and flattened
the design. As a result, instead of a false negative, the result was correctly determined: a
true negative.
Finally, the test on the s35932 benchmark showed positive results: (1) the T100 circuit
was flagged for having strangely crafted clock logic, (2) T200 was correctly identified via
comparison, and (3) T300 was determined to have no Trojan. Further examination showed
that again, RTL-compiler had completely removed the Trojan in T300, leaving a clean
circuit (and thus a false negative). T100 was flagged because a comparator was built into
it using an unclocked flip-flop. As this logic was not working on the same clock as the rest
of the circuit, the unrolling process identified it as suspicious.
6.4.5 Limitations
Several key limitations were determined by these experiments, the most significant of which
was inherent in the tools used for testing, namely SMV, AIGER, and to a small part RTL-
Compiler and its overzealous optimization. In addition, limitations with the unroll depth
and SAT variation were identified.
6.4.5.1 Tools
The use of SMV was the most significant limiting factor, as it greatly restricted the circuits
that could be tested. While it worked well for many of the circuits, a large number of the
other Trojans available on Trust-HUB were untestable due to SMV. For these circuits, the
initial use of SMV would cause a segmentation fault and fail simply due to the size of the
circuit. For more robust testing of larger circuits, an alternative to SMV is necessary.
The second limiting factor was in the AIGER toolset’s interaction with SMV. Again,
this implementation of SMV cannot handle large circuits well, so the SMV conversion to
and-invert graphs would occasionally fail for circuits unrolled to great depths. This was
likely the reason why the s38417-T100 and T200 Trojans went undetected, i.e., the unroll
depth was limited by the toolset and could not be extended much at all.
The final limiting factor in the tools is that the Cadence RTL compiler has an efficient
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optimization algorithm. Even when it is not instructed to optimize the design for space
or timing, it removes unnecessary circuitry. While this is technically a good thing for
general circuit design, it makes Trojan testing more difficult. For instance, the TrustHUB
benchmarks include four Trojans inserted into a BasicRSA cryptographic circuit, but upon
analysis, all four Trojans were completely removed by RTL compiler prior to analysis. It
is effective enough to say that rigorous synthesis is an effective way of removing Trojans
relying on delicate signals and structures.
6.4.5.2 Unroll Depth
A key limitation inherent in the Design Comparison technique is the unroll depth. While
this was accentuated by the SMV tools faulting when testing deep unroll depths, a Trojan
with an exceedingly long activation time could remain hidden simply by exceeding the test
window. This Trojan would require a large amount of additional clocked circuitry to allow
for the delay, such that it would be difficult to hide it from other techniques that focus on
identifying suspicious structures. Since Design Comparison is designed specifically to be
used in combination with such other techniques, there is low risk that a Trojan would be
missed by both detection mechanisms.
6.4.5.3 SAT Variation
As seen with the RS232 testing and with the analysis of the s38584-T100 Trojan, the cost
in time to run the NP-complete Boolean satisfiability problem can be unreliable. While the
time to solve such a problem increases steadily with the unroll depth, occasional tests take
much longer to run than would normally be predicted based upon circuit size, circuit com-
plexity, and unroll depth. In order to combat this challenge, it might be more efficient to use
multiple SAT-solving processes in parallel, testing with different techniques simultaneously,
such as stochastic algorithms [81] and Davis-Logemann-Loveland [82] algorithms.
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6.5 Summary
Through testing, the overwhelming majority of Trojans were detected through implemen-
tation of Design Comparison. The only Trojans circuits that escaped detection were ones
that were eliminated by tools during circuit synthesis (and were therefore correctly assessed
as “not Trojan” circuits). However, most of the tested Trojans did not make it past the
unrolling process to the design comparison process, as they were flagged early on due to
cyclical logic, suspicious clocks, or other nonstandard circuitry. For future work, a larger
variety of Trojans, that do not rely on such easily detected structures, would be helpful in
demonstrating the efficacy of Design Comparison. The other key tasks to accomplish as fu-
ture work includes overcoming some of the limitations covered. The most critical limitation
to address is the tools used and the inherent inability of the AIG tools to analyze the largest
circuits. Despite these limitations; however, this process has proven effective at detecting
malicious functionality that is hidden within third-party intellectual property. Consider-
ing the ease of implementing this test, and the resulting damage from failing to identify
something suspicious included in a design, this process can be implemented on high-risk
applications that might be vulnerable to catastrophic failure if hidden functionality were
present.
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Chapter 7
Assessment of Trojan Impact on
Host Circuitry
While the previous chapter explores security pre-fabrication, this chapter and Chap. 8 focus
on security post-fabrication. This chapter explores the full impact that hardware Trojans
can have upon a host circuit, in terms of change to its layout area, dynamic power con-
sumption, and ambient leakage power. Interestingly, this dissertation finds that Trojans
have a customizable impact, allowing for a malicious designer to invest time and resources
to make an attack more difficult to detect. With eighteen different Trojans that all per-
formed the same type of attack on the same circuit, there was a large variety of different
impacts observed in terms of area and power consumption. This problem is expanded when
examining multiple circuits, where 90% of Trojans had an impact on layout area of less than
2.5%, an impact on dynamic power of less than 6%, and an impact on leakage power of less
than 3.3%. These changes are an order of magnitude smaller than the inherent randomness
inflicted upon the circuit by the fabrication processes. To make matters worse, half of the
Trojans tested were ten-times smaller, with an average impact on area of less than 0.18%,
an impact on dynamic power consumption of less than 0.7%, and an impact on leakage
power of less than 0.17%.
Furthermore, this chapter also shows that there is a negative correlation between circuit
size and a Trojan’s impact upon the circuit in terms of percent area and power. This
confirms that compromising larger circuits does not necessarily require larger Trojans. As
the percent change due a Trojan decreases with circuit size, Trojans get progressively more
difficult to identify as circuit size increases.
The key contributions from this chapter are:
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• An extensive characterization of area and power for the hardware Trojans from the
Trust-Hub benchmark suite using several fabrication technologies,
• Correlation analysis for different hardware Trojan effects within the same design and
across different designs, and
• Analysis of absolute change in relation to both process variation and detection range.
7.1 Benchmark Analysis
Among the many classifications provided by the Trojan taxonomy in Fig. 3-2, possibly the
most interesting classification is that of Trojan effect, or payload. These payloads generally
fall into four categories: (1) Denial-of-Service, (2) Leaking Data, (3) Degrading Perfor-
mance, and (4) Changing Functionality. A Trojan with a denial-of-service (DOS) payload
cripples the design, making it unusable. A remote kill-switch falls under this category. A
Trojan with a payload of leaking data could be inserted into some circuit with secret in-
formation, such as a cryptographic circuit, to leak the hidden key. Such an attack would
surreptitiously subvert the security of such a chip. A Trojan that degrades performance
would be one that does not completely cause the chip to fail, but still impairs functionality
in a meaningful way, reducing reliability. Finally, Trojans that change functionality modify
the host circuit in a way as to add functionality that was originally not present in the circuit,
such as a remote hijack.
With such a large variety of possible Trojan functions, quantifying the impact of a hard-
ware Trojan becomes difficult. The amount of circuitry necessary to implement a of kill
switch is likely to be significantly less than the amount necessary to implement a surrep-
titious remote hijack. As detection techniques rely upon differences in side-channel signals
such as power consumption, determining whether Trojans are likely to have a significant
impact is absolutely necessary.
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7.1.1 Benchmark Suite Composition
To identify the impact of Trojan circuits on a host design, we examine more than 60 Trojans
in the Trust-Hub repository. While this repository contains a significant number of Trojans,
they are not all represented at the same abstraction level. Also, 4 Trojans subverting the
MC8051 microcontroller were included from a previous study [30]. To effectively compare
the results between the many different Trojans, it was necessary to limit analysis to those
Trojans that were supplied in VHDL or Verilog, and compatible with Synopsys Design
Compiler and Cadence RTL Compiler. Furthermore, some of the Trojans supplied, such
as the wide variety of RS232 Trojans, did not have an accompanying Trojan-Free version,
making it difficult to accurately measure the impact that the Trojan logic has on the original
circuit.
7.1.2 Methodology
Analysis of the Trojans was performed by synthesizing these hardware descriptions to stan-
dard cell libraries using industry standard software. Synopsys Design Compiler (DC) [83]
was used to synthesize the designs to the Synopsys 28/32-nm and 90-nm standard cell li-
braries, and Cadence RTL Compiler (RC) [84] was used to synthesize the designs to the
Oklahoma State University 45-nm FreePDK standard cell library [85, 86]. The Trojan-
free circuits were then synthesized to these libraries for comparison. Power estimates were
obtained through Cadence RC and Synopsys DC. These synthesized designs were then
compared with the clean circuit to identify the impact of Trojan circuitry on the original
design. Both Cadence and Synopsys tools were applied to reduce the impact of tool-specific
artifacts. By comparing the percent change based on each tool, three characterizations of
each Trojan were created. While in some cases these characterizations were similar to one
another, they often had different results due to the manner in which the tools interpreted
the Trojan circuits. In this way, there were effectively three times as many Trojan circuits
analyzed.
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7.2 Impact Within a Design
There are many different types of Trojans, and each type can be implemented in a signif-
icantly different manner. To fully analyze the impact of a Trojan on a host circuit, it is
necessary to reduce the variation in the results caused by such differences. This analysis
is performed by examining eighteen Trojans leaking sensitive information in an Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) 128-bit cryptographic circuit. While each of these Trojans have
roughly the same payload, each Trojan delivers the payload in a different way. Although
optimization was minimized for both synthesis tools, some of the Trojans without logic-
based payloads were effectively removed as unnecessary logic. These Trojans were removed
from the results, and the overall impact on area for the remaining Trojans is shown in Fig.
7-1.
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Figure 7-1: Change in percent area due to data leak Trojans in AES cryptographic circuits.
Calculated on the 32-nm, 45-nm, and 90-nm standard cell libraries.
One of the key results to note is that the overall impact of the Trojans on the area of the
AES cryptographic circuit is very small, at only 0.25%, with a standard deviation of 0.23%.
For a circuit that requires 556,851 µm, 692,119 µm, and 1,588,698 µm for the 32-nm, 45-
nm, and 90-nm libraries respectively, this result represents a very small change that could
be very difficult to detect. Another interesting result is the wide range over which these
Trojans influence the AES circuit. The vast majority have an impact around 0.1%, but the
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results spread from -0.2% to 1% change in area. This range represents a surprisingly large
amount of variety for Trojans with the same classification on the same circuit.
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Figure 7-2: Change in percent power due to data leak Trojans in AES cryptographic circuits.
Calculated on the 32-nm, 45-nm, and 90-nm standard cell libraries.
The analysis of dynamic power and leakage power (Fig. 7-2) shows similar results to
those for area. The key difference is that the Trojans have a larger general impact on the
dynamic power consumption of the circuit, with an average value of 0.96% and a standard
deviation of 0.97%. However, note that this impact ranges from -0.5% to 3.1%, with a
remarkably even spread across this range. The results for leakage power show almost the
exact same trends as the results for area.
One of the key findings is that, for a single type of Trojan on a single circuit, the imple-
mentation of the Trojan is highly customizable. The variety of implementations available
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to the Trojan designer can greatly affect the final impact that the Trojan will have on a
circuit’s performance. While the average impact on dynamic power was around 1%, there
were several implemented Trojans that exhibited significantly smaller absolute differences.
In fact, 42% of the synthesized Trojan circuits influenced the dynamic power consumption
of the AES circuit by 0.5% or less.
7.3 Impact Across Different Designs
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Figure 7-3: Cumulative distribution of absolute impacts on area, dynamic power consump-
tion, and leakage power on all benchmark circuits.
Unfortunately, the data leak Trojan is not the only type of Trojan that can be inserted
into a circuit, and the AES cryptographic block is not the only circuit that can be subverted
by malicious hardware. Almost any type of circuit can be subverted if attacked, and there
are many different ways that Trojans can be implemented. A large variety of circuits
modified with Trojans were tested using the same methodology used to test the AES circuits
(Section 7.1.1). A cumulative distribution for these impacts is shown in Fig. 7-3. These
results are visualized as as a cumulative distribution to identify the portion of tested Trojans
that had impacts below a certain amount. For instance, even if a detection technique proves
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that it is able to identify a change in area of 1%, only 20% of the Trojans tested had an
impact of this size or greater.
7.3.1 Impact on Area
When examining the overall impact on area, the results were startling. The overwhelming
majority of the Trojans had a very small impact on the area of their host-circuits, with
80% of the Trojans providing an impact of less than 1%, and 95% of Trojans affecting the
area of their host circuit by less than 4.5%. Interestingly, some of the Trojans caused a net
decrease in area, visible in Fig. 7-4.
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Figure 7-4: Change in percent area over all tested Trojans. Calculated across the 32-nm,
45-nm, and 90-nm standard cell libraries. The bottom is a zoomed-in version of the top
plot.
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Table 7-1: Average impact on area for each host circuit.
Circuit Average Deviation
AES 0.25% 0.23%
b19 1.38% 1.40%
EthernetMAC10GE 0.002% 0.003%
MC8051 0.18% 0.60%
PIC16F84 4.95% 4.02%
s15850 0.36% 0.49%
s35932 0.05% 0.12%
s38417 0.12% 0.10%
s38584 2.54% 6.08%
vga lcd 0.009% 0.007%
wb conmax 0.46% 0.48%
Table 7-2: Average impact on area for each Trojan classification.
Classification Average Deviation
All 0.81% 2.28%
Leak Information 0.42% 0.83%
Denial of Service 1.28% 2.80%
Change Functionality 0.64% 2.26%
One of the key factors influencing the total Trojan impact on area was the host circuit
being attacked. After analysis, there was noted a significant difference in area required to
implement Trojans within each individual circuit circuit. The average impact on the host
area for each circuit is shown in Table 7-1.
For some of the tested circuits, such as in the PIC16F84 microcontroller, the impact on
the area was identified to be incredibly large, averaging at a 4.95% change in area to the
whole circuit. For other circuits, the change in area was less than one-tenth of a percent
difference.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to completely segregate circuit type and Trojan type,
as not all Trojan types are equally represented across all of the benchmarks. For instance,
a Trojan that leaks information is useless in a circuit that does not handle information that
could be considered secret. The Trojans were grouped based on their effect, ignoring the
host circuit, and the averages are shown in Table 7-2.
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7.3.2 Impact on Power
Measuring the overall change in power consumption in the Trojan circuits provided further
interesting results. The leakage power observed closely mirrored the results found for the
change in area, and is shown in Fig. 7-5. However, dynamic power showed significantly
divergent results compared to the area (Fig. 7-6).
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Figure 7-5: Change in leakage power consumption over all tested Trojans. Calculated on
the 32-nm, 45-nm, and 90-nm standard cell libraries. The bottom is a zoomed-in version of
the top plot.
The impact of the Trojan circuitry on the dynamic power consumption of the circuits
showed a significantly wider spread, ranging from a -25% decrease in power to a near 90%
increase in power, shown in Fig. 7-6. However, even ignoring these outliers, there is still
a wider spread compared to the area, as only 54% of the Trojans have an absolute impact
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of less than 1%. The tail of the result has spread out slightly, so that 80% of the Trojans
have an absolute impact of 3.2% or less on the dynamic power consumption of the circuit.
By breaking down the results based upon individual circuits, the most extreme results can
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Figure 7-6: Change in dynamic power consumption over all tested Trojans. Calculated on
the 32-nm, 45-nm, and 90-nm standard cell libraries. The bottom is a zoomed-in version of
the top plot.
quickly be identified as coming from several of the Trojans in the PIC16F84 microcontroller.
Table 7-3 displays the average change in dynamic power and the standard deviation based
upon each host circuit. Throughout all of the circuits, both the average difference and the
standard deviation of the difference are consistently larger than those seen for impact on
area.
Although the impact due to Trojans varies greatly depending upon the host circuits,
these benchmarks are also very different circuits in terms of area, performance, and struc-
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Table 7-3: Average impact on dynamic power for each host circuit.
Circuit Average Deviation
AES 0.96% 0.97%
b19 -3.00% 8.43%
EthernetMAC10GE 0.38% 0.88%
MC8051 1.79% 4.02%
PIC16F84 61.51% 40.56%
s15850 4.67% 9.03%
s35932 2.01% 2.52%
s38417 1.50% 1.72%
s38584 1.07% 2.49%
vga lcd -0.06% 0.05%
wb conmax 0.74% 2.23%
ture. The largest gap is between the PIC16F84 microcontroller and the 128-bit AES cryp-
tographic block; on the 32-nm standard cell library the PIC16F84 required an area of 6,290
µm2, while the AES block required an area of 556,851 µm2. The question then becomes
how much the Trojan impact is dependent upon the size of the host circuit. Fig. 7-7 shows
the plot of the average absolute difference in area vs. the size of the circuit. There is a
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Figure 7-7: Average absolute change in area due to Trojans compared to the size of the
host circuit when synthesized to the 32-nm standard cell library.
general trend present in these results, correlating the impact on percent area with the size
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of the compromised circuit. While the largest impact is seen on small host circuits, and the
smallest impact is similarly seen on large host circuits, the circuits in-between are slightly
less clear-cut. To more accurately portray these results, the Pearson product-moment cor-
relation coefficient (Pearson’s r) [87] is calculated for each of these results (Fig. 7-8). For
this coefficient, a Pearson’s r of 1 would represent a total positive correlation between the
two results, while a -1 would represent a total negative correlation. The middle ground of
-0.1 to +0.1 represents no correlation between the two variables. Overall, the Pearson’s r
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Figure 7-8: Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient relating Trojan impact on per-
cent area, dynamic power, and leakage power to the size of the modified circuit when
synthesized to the 32-nm library.
calculated for these Trojans show a relatively consistent, small negative correlation between
Trojan impact and host circuit area. This negative correlation is increased for Trojans
that leak information, and reduced for Trojans that change functionality. These results can
be interpreted to mean that as circuits get larger, the percent impact on area and power
due to denial of service and data leak Trojans decreases on average. Trojans that change
functionality show no correlation with host circuit area.
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7.3.3 Limitations
There are two main limiting factors for this research. The first, and most significant limita-
tion is the Trojans that were used in these tests. While more than 60 Trojans were tested
to obtain these results, there was a large amount of variation between these circuits. Fur-
thermore, some circuits were more thoroughly represented than others. These tests could
always benefit from more Trojans for analysis in order to verify the results.
The second limiting factor was the tools and libraries used in this experiment. Although
both Synopsys Design Compiler and Cadence RTL-compiler were used, there are other tools
available that might display different results. Furthermore, even within DC and RC, there
are many different ways to synthesize a design. These tests were run with a minimum
amount of optimization effort from the tools, in order to preserve Trojan presence. Changing
this effort might change the impact of each Trojan on their host circuits.
7.4 Summary
Securing a hardware design is not a simple process. There are many possible points at
which a design may be compromised and detection is almost always difficult. This is even
more the case with regards to Trojans that are inserted during fabrication of the IC. From
this research, there are three key findings:
(1) Trojans have large variability within a design, even when performing the same func-
tionality. This flexibility means that detection techniques need to aim to catch the smallest
spectrum of Trojans, as a malicious attacker could easily invest resources into making an
attack significantly harder to identify. There was no easily discernible minimum change
that could be used as a goalpost for detection techniques. This result significantly raises
the bar as to what represents rigorous detection.
(2) The average Trojan impact was quite small. While the impact of an individual
Trojan circuit on a benchmark circuit in terms of area and power can vary to great degrees,
we can say that the general change is around 1% or less. This result means that even if
a detection technique is validated against one or two Trojans, there is little meaning to
such a detection, as individual Trojan characteristics can change by a large amount and the
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tested Trojan could represent an outlier. An example of this was seen by the PIC Trojan
that increased dynamic power consumption by 90% over the original circuit’s consumption.
Whether or not a technique can identify such a Trojan is unhelpful, as there are plenty of
ways to identify if something is wrong when a circuit is consuming almost double the power
it should be. Instead, techniques should be validated against several Trojans, or against a
specific measured size of impact.
(3) The general problem of detecting and identifying Trojans is likely to grow in difficulty
as the circuit size increases. A Trojan detection technique that can barely identify a circuit
in a small circuit is unlikely to scale this success to a larger one.
Overall, the task of detecting malicious hardware post-fabrication is extremely difficult.
For many chip designers, security through trusted fabrication plants might be the preferred
method of eliminating this risk. For others, obfuscating the original chip should be explored
as a way of increasing the cost of inserting an attack into a design.
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Chapter 8
Identifying Malicious Hardware
through Software Parameter
Modelling
One of the problems faced in identifying unknown modifications within circuits has been
forming an effective basis for what represents “suspicious”. Many experiments make use of
a physical “golden copy” that is obtained through some unknown process. Unfortunately,
obtaining such a convenient chip is not always possible; physically fabricating another chip
at a trusted fabrication plant is expensive, and is likely to have different trends in power
and timing than the unknown chips. Even different lots from the same fabrication plant can
have widely differing process variation, interfering with Trojan detection. Another option
would be to arbitrarily pick a single chip to treat as a golden copy, and then later send this
chip off for reverse-engineering. Unfortunately, this requires using extremely high-detail
imaging techniques which can be extremely expensive, especially when examining chips at
the size of modern fabrication processes.
As a solution, in this chapter we introduce a method to create a substitute golden copy
from the expected circuit layout based on the design sent for fabrication. This chip will
vary greatly from the measurements from the physical chip; however, this substitute golden
copy and the physical untrusted chip will be subject to the same series of input test vectors.
After each test, the parameters of the components within the substitute golden copy are
modified based on the inputs vectors and the corresponding differences observed between
the transient responses of the two chips. The goal of this modification is to minimize the
difference in the transient responses between the two chips. This process is shown in Fig.
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8-1.
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Figure 8-1: Overview of model matching process.
After this training cycle has continued for a large number of tests, the internal parame-
ters of the substitute golden copy represents useful metrics for identifying suspicious trends
in the untrusted chip. Even if the Trojan circuitry is never triggered in the untrusted chip,
this circuitry is going to affect the transient power response of the chip. However, as such
components do not exist in the ideal model that forms the substitute golden copy, the only
way that the training can approximate this unknown functionality is through large modi-
fications to the parameters of the known components. The component parameters for the
substitute golden copy therefore represent an estimate for how much the untrusted chip
varies from the expected design. If these parameters fall within an expected amount of
variation, then the chip can be designated as trustworthy. Similarly, if the parameters show
strange trends that are unlikely to be caused by process variation alone, then the chip is
designated as untrustworthy and can be examined in further detail.
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As with many classification techniques that attempt to identify suspicious behavior, the
exact use of this technique will depend upon the degree of trust desired by the testers. This
can be shown as a cost-benefit comparison between maximizing true positives to prevent
attacks on the design, and minimizing false positives to minimize yield loss (shown in Fig.
8-2).
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Figure 8-2: Classification of unknown chips.
For an application with a high cost of failure, the threshold for classifying a chip as
untrustworthy would be much lower than a casual application with a lower risk.
The key contributions from this chapter are:
• Development of a technique for identifying very small modifications to a design by
matching variations in a real design to a digital design, bypassing masking caused by
intra-die variations in transistor parameters.
• Testing of this technique over a case study of a 74181 ALU and 32 small modifications
that have no functional impact on the circuit, only adjusting the dynamic power
consumption of the circuit by between 0% and 3%.
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8.1 Testing Process
To fully verify the effectiveness of this process, a case study was implemented through tran-
sient testing in Cadence Spectre Circuit Simulator [74] using the Oklahoma State University
45-nm FreePDK standard cell library [80]. As this was entirely modeled in software, the
untrusted chips were represented in testing by unknown software netlists constructed with
large amounts of intra-die variation, as well as possible malicious Trojans. These unknown
chips were then treated as physical chips and used to train known models.
The circuit used for testing was an implementation of the ISCAS 74181 Arithmetic Logic
Unit constructed using 392 transistors. Each transistor was assigned a unique model, and
parameters were adjusted for each model individually. This granularity had a negative effect
on the optimization processes used by the Spectre Simulator to determine transient power
consumption, resulting in unnecessarily long simulation time. However, comprehensive tests
on the 74181 were still possible.
There were three main parts to the experimental process:
• Process variation modeling and application
• Representing Trojan circuitry/malicious hardware in the 74181
• The training process for the known circuit
8.1.1 Process Variation
The key obstructing factor when determining the trustworthiness of a chip is the process
variation inherent in the chip. As this variation changes between chips as well as between
transistors, the model for this process variation has a key impact on the efficacy of testing.
The key parameters that are adjusted by the inherent variation are transistor gate length
and threshold voltage. While other parameters will vary in small amounts, their impact is
eclipsed by the impact of changes in gate length and threshold voltage.
For every transistor, the model parameters were varied for threshold voltage and gate
length based on a Gaussian distribution with a maximum change capped at three times
the standard deviation, to limit outliers. To best determine the amount of variation to
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incorporate, 50 samples were generated at each level of variation, and tested to determine
average impact on power consumption within the circuit. These results, shown in Fig. 8-3,
tend to show that using a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 3% across the
parameters is sufficient to mask the impact of roughly 90% of the Trojans characterized
earlier in this thesis.
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Figure 8-3: Impact observed testing 50 circuits with randomly distributed variation within
each circuit.
8.1.2 Representing a Trojan Circuit
As there are no good examples of a Trojan inserted into a 74181 ALU, it was necessary to
develop some modification to the circuit that can take the place of a Trojan. However, as
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the circuit is relatively small, large insertions could have an inordinate impact on power.
The most important restriction of such Trojan models is that the impact on side-channel
signals fit the same impacts determined in Chapter 7.
After testing several models, it was determined that increasing the gate length of a
transistor by 200% would generally cause changes in power consumption in the 74181 equal
to those determined by Trojans in larger circuits.
The Trojans tested were then selected based on their impact measured, ensuring that
none of the Trojans had an impact on transient power consumption beyond that seen by
process variation.
8.1.3 Training
The last, and arguably most important part of the modeling cycle is the actual method in
which the known circuit is trained to the unknown circuit. The key goal here is to minimize
the difference in transient power consumption between the two circuits, and component
parameters in the known circuit are modified to reduce the difference between the two
transient measurements.
The first step is to measure transient power consumption of both the known and un-
known circuits under the exact same input vectors. As inputs are one of the few variables
that are under control of testers, it is important to ensure that all circuits are always tested
under the same set of input test vectors. For these tests, the full sequence of test vectors
was randomly generated before testing began, and then continually used throughout testing.
The transient power was then compared at each change in inputs to determine how much
they differ for each input. At this point, two key pieces of information can be determined:
(1) The transistors active during each change in inputs, and (2) The difference in power
consumption for each input.
The second step in the training process requires modifying each active transistor in the
known circuit to more closely approximate the response observed by the unknown circuit.
In this case, the active transistors are determined by stepping through the circuit with the
input vector and identifying any point at which a transistor will change states, even if it is
only temporary. Any transistor that changes states at any point is considered active, and
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has gate length and threshold voltage modified based on transient results. However, there
is only one measurement (power consumption), so there is little meaning to using multiple
parameters to represent changes in both threshold voltage and gate length. Instead, a
separate value representing deviation from the base was recorded for each transistor, which
was applied to determine what the transistor gate length and threshold voltage should
be. To ensure these parameters were accurately addressed by this variable, gate length
and threshold voltage were adjusted individually in an inverter to determine their scope of
impact. The impact is shown in Fig. 8-4.
Figure 8-4: Percent change in power consumption of transistor dependent upon change in
threshold voltage and gate length of PMOS and NMOS transistors.
Based on these measurements, we determined first, that the NMOS transistors have a
significantly lower impact on power consumption than the PMOS transistors, and second,
that the gate length and threshold voltage of PMOS transistors relate to power consump-
tion in opposite ways, with the gate length having a larger impact on threshold voltage.
Therefore, whenever the known circuit consumed less power than the unknown circuit over
a specific input, the gate length was increased for relevant PMOS transistors and threshold
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voltage was decreased. The amount of this change was directly proportional to the observed
difference between the known and unknown transient responses. Repeatedly putting the
known circuit through this process gradually minimizes the differences observed between
the known circuit and unknown circuit. The exact proportion is unimportant, as almost any
value still results in eventual convergence. The main limitation is that a small proportion
might take longer to reach convergence, and a large proportion will overshoot, and result
in ringing.
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8.1.4 Algorithm
For clarity, a pseudocode implementation of the training process is included below.
for Iterations 1 to 100 do
for Random inputs 1 to 20 do
Identify active transistors
Run transient power analysis on Unknown
Run transient power analysis on Known model
end
for Each transistor in [Known model] do
if Active in at least 1 input then
for Each active input do
Identify difference (Unknown - Known)
Multiply difference by scalar KL for change in gate length
Multiply difference by scalar KT for change in threshold voltage
KL and KT are arbitrary constants based on size of circuit.
Small values converge slowly, large values converge quickly
end
Calculate average change in gate length over all inputs
Calculate average change in threshold voltage over all inputs
if PMOS then
Add average change to gate length of transistor
Subtract average change from threshold voltage of transistor
end
if NMOS then
Subtract average change from gate length of transistor
Add average change to threshold voltage of transistor
end
else
Ignore transistor - do not change any parameters
end
end
end
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8.2 Results
To verify that this analysis technique can identify Trojan circuits, several transistors were
selected, each representing different a Trojan. A total of 32 Trojans were then selected
based upon their impact measured. Of these Trojans, 25 had an impact on transient power
of less than 1%, and 8 had an impact of less than 0.1%. Note that most of the transistors
in the circuit had a much larger impact than these 32 when corrupted, causing as much as
a 17% change in transient power consumption.
After increasing the size of these transistors by 200%, 10 copies of each Trojan circuit
were created with 3% Gaussian variation added to all transistors in addition to the Trojan
transistor. Furthermore, each copy was created separately, with its own unique set of
variations. These 320 circuits, along with 60 circuits with no Trojan transistors were used
as “unknown” circuits for training over 100 cycles using the same set of randomly chosen
input vectors.
After this training process was completed, the digital copies were then examined. Pa-
rameters for every transistor in each copy were modified during the training process, de-
pending upon the results of each transient simulation. These changes could be quantified
as a percentage of the original, unchanged value (e.g., 100% representing no change, 110%
representing a 10% increase, and 90% representing a 10% decrease). This list of changes
represents the primary information gained from this technique, as a transistor with a large
change represents a large deviation between the unknown circuit and the trained model.
For an unknown circuit with no Trojan circuitry, the expected deviation between the
known and unknown circuits will be small. However, for an unknown circuit with Trojan
circuitry, the model has a more difficult time matching values, as the two circuits are
structurally different. This difficulty will be embodied as larger changes in the parameters
of the known, trained model.
To simplify analysis, the geometric mean of all of the transistor differences was taken for
each trained circuit. This gives a single value that represents the overall difference observed
in the trained circuit. If we compare the Trojan circuits with the clean circuits using a
one-tailed t-test, we can identify whether or not they are observably different. The results
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from these tests are shown in Table 8-1. These p-values represent the likelihood of the null
hypothesis, i.e., that the Trojan values and the clean values are inseparable. A low p-value
represents a rejection of the null hypothesis. Based upon these p-values, 25 out of 32 are
below 0.10, 23 out of 32 are below 0.05, and 19 out of 32 are below 0.01. In all cases, the
lower the p-value, the more clearly defined the two groups are.
It is important to point out that for the last 5 Trojans (with impacts of 1.58%, 1.90%,
2.04%, 2.63%, and 3.01%) the trained transistor values were far beyond those of other tests.
For example, the maximum change observed in a transistor for Trojan #31 was consistently
around 170%, while the largest transistors trained to the clean circuits were consistently
below 105%. This trend continued in some of the smaller Trojans. For instance, the largest
observed change in transistors when training to Trojan #4 was around 109%.
One of the most interesting results here is that some of the Trojans (such as Trojan #25
with an impact of 0.86%) were undetectable, when compared to Trojans with much smaller
impacts. One of the possible reasons behind this behavior is likely due to the individual
location of the Trojan modification. For instance, a modification on a highly active path
will cause a greater change in power over more inputs, masking possible Trojans signs.
8.2.1 Limitations
Although this process has detected extremely small changes in the two designs, there are
several key limitations of this research.
(1) the lack of a golden copy greatly increases the difficulty of determining exactly
what point is “suspicious”. As this test was performed using a digital case-study some
confounding variables were not addressed, such as transient power differences caused by
the chip packaging and wires. Many confounding variables were accounted for through the
extremely large intra-die process variation, but such changes might mask Trojan differences.
This directly ties into (2) the fact that this test was performed using a digital representation
of a physical chip, instead of an actual physical chip. There is no doubt that using a physical
chip for this test would be more significant of a result than using digital chips. Finally, (3)
the 74181 is an extremely small circuit. While this research did not test larger circuits, the
Trojans were also proportionately smaller, making up for much of the difference. However,
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Table 8-1: Measured Trojan impacts on transient power consumption and p-value for one-
tailed t-test
Trojan Impact (%) p-value
1 0.01% 0.434
2 -0.05% 0.482
3 -0.05% 0.017
4 0.06% 0.000
5 0.06% 0.000
6 -0.06% 0.000
7 0.07% 0.017
8 0.08% 0.000
9 -0.13% 0.001
10 -0.13% 0.001
11 -0.17% 0.300
12 0.20% 0.330
13 0.21% 0.027
14 -0.22% 0.002
15 -0.25% 0.389
16 -0.29% 0.000
17 -0.34% 0.009
18 0.37% 0.000
19 0.37% 0.000
20 0.48% 0.000
21 0.52% 0.470
22 -0.54% 0.005
23 -0.67% 0.067
24 0.70% 0.000
25 0.86% 0.386
26 1.07% 0.010
27 -1.40% 0.063
28 1.58% 0.000
29 1.90% 0.000
30 2.04% 0.000
31 2.63% 0.000
32 3.01% 0.000
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in the end it would be better to fully test this technique on larger circuits as well.
8.3 Summary
Overall, the model matching process is shown to be effective at identifying very small
changes in a circuit through process variation. Detecting a 200% change in gate length of
a single transistor in a circuit masked by process variation across all components is a very
difficult task, especially when the variation between components on the chip is as high as
a 3% Gaussian standard deviation. As these impacts are equivalent in size to the Trojans
observed in Chapter 7, detecting these Trojans would pose the same difficulty.
Further work in this area foremost involves reworking much of the test method to opti-
mize the testing process in order to reduce simulation time, (which was around 25 seconds
per iteration for the 74181). This might require using a different toolset, as there are other
tools by Cadence and other vendors that might be more efficient for simulating low-level
differences between transistor models in a larger circuit. Once this performance barrier has
been overcome, this technique can be readily used on larger circuits, both in a digital and
physical environment.
Another area to explore further is to incorporate a more detailed analysis of the param-
eter values. The results presented in Table 8-1 demonstrate a noticeable difference between
Trojan and non-Trojan circuits, despite the analysis relying on a single value: the geometric
mean. Analysis based on clustering or other techniques could yield a more clear distinction
between circuits.
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Chapter 9
Summary
As modern integrated circuits grow increasingly complex in both structure and function, the
risk of hidden malicious functionality cannot be ignored. While cybersecurity and attacks on
software designs are rampant and make headlines, the production path of integrated circuits
provides vectors for attacking the hardware designs as well. This risk is compounded with
every new iteration of fabrication technology, pushing the cost of building cutting-edge
fabrication plants higher and higher. The goal of this dissertation is to reduce this risk,
and provide developers a safe alternative beyond relying solely on trusted IP providers and
trusted fabrication plants.
The contributions from this dissertation can be broken into three main parts: (1) the
development of a comparison technique for validating the safety of a digital hardware design
of a circuit without obtaining a known safe copy; (2) the assessment of impacts on area and
power of a large variety of Trojan circuits obtained using multiple tools and technologies;
and (3) the development of a technique to assign a level of trust to an unknown chip without
using destructive imaging or relying upon an expensive known-safe chip.
9.1 Detection in third-party IP
As one of the most overlooked areas, hidden malicious hardware in third-party IP presents
a real threat to modern designs. With the current climate where IP vendors who are
suspicious of chip designers lock down their design to prevent theft, chip designers have
fewer ways to verify that the blocks they are using perform only as intended. This research
provides an alternative to chip designers, allowing to identify any unknown functionality
that might be hidden within the design. Although this functionality could be from a digital
watermark hidden in the chip to protect the vendor, it could just as easily come from Trojan
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circuitry.
9.2 Assessment of Trojan impacts on area and power
While there has been an increasing amount of research on hardware Trojans in the past few
years, the actual process of verifying that a technique can identify a Trojan is unclear. There
are no ways to compare the efficacy of techniques, and in many cases, chip designers must
rely upon researchers that the technique is effective. This dissertation has explored a variety
of Trojans and established how much of an impact that a large variety of Trojans, providing
an assortment of functionality, can have on integrated circuits. For some techniques, the
impact on area will be more important, as rearranging circuitry to provide for Trojan
functionality can hint at the presence of Trojans. For other techniques, the Trojan impact
on power represents how easily the Trojan can be detected by techniques relying upon side-
channel power analysis. Furthermore, this assessment provides a baseline measurement for
Trojan stealth, as a Trojan with a small impact relative to other Trojans is unlikely to be
found, while a Trojan with a large impact is not going to be effective at demonstrating the
performance of a new technique.
9.3 Identification of Trojans in fabricated chips
The final portion of this research provides a method for chip designers to verify that the chips
they have received from an overseas foundry are trustworthy. Furthermore, this method is
inexpensive, as it does not require costly imaging, destruction of chips, nor fabrication of
additional chips to represent a safe group. As this technique only relies upon EDA tools
and standard testing tools, it could be performed during standard logical verification.
9.4 Opportunities for Future Work
This research showed the effectiveness of techniques for identifying Trojans in third-party
IP and in fabricated circuits. However, there are many possible areas in which this research
can be expanded. This section explains how this dissertation could be extended further.
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First, the design comparison technique proposed by this research can be explored with
larger and more complicated circuits. This could be achieved by testing a variety of toolsets
to determine which can handle the process the fastest, and would be easiest to offer to
designers for verifying design blocks.
Second, the assessment of Trojan impacts can be further explored by analyzing more
Trojans, eventually developing a set of benchmarks containing large variety of extremely
stealthy Trojans. One of the problems with the Trust-Hub benchmarks lie in the fact that
many of the Trojans rely upon the same circuitry and, therefore identification of often results
in identification of the complete set. By developing a larger group of Trojan circuits, future
Trojan detection techniques can be more accurately evaluated, allowing for chip designers
to make knowledgeable decisions about what techniques to implement.
Third, the parameter modeling method for identifying Trojans in fabricated chips can
be further refined in two ways: (1) testing the process on other tools, to allow for testing
of larger circuits in a reasonable period of time, and (2) physically fabricating several test
chips to determine the minimum granularity detectable. Although the testing does require
measurement of the transient power response, this does not require expensive test equipment
to perform. The primary limitation of this approach lies in how effectively the model can
be built to match the physical design, and then matched through training.
Fourth, another area in which this research could be further expanded is through the
development of an anti-Trojan toolkit for designers. The primary goal would be two-fold:
(1) to increase awareness of the threat, and therefore reduce the number of designers mak-
ing unwise decisions and therefore introducing possible threats to modern chips, and (2) to
provide easy and inexpensive options to designers that are unable to afford trusted fabrica-
tion plants and trusted vendors for all of their external resources. By providing easy testing
processes to these designers, this security hole could be almost entirely closed.
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